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Lobster Bill
Academy Award
Shirley Booth Wins Honor Unanimous Ought Not To
For Film Now At the
Pass Report Made By
Fisheries Committee
Strand

The 25th anniversary of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Science was held last night at
the Pantages Theatre ln Holly
wood. Among the major awards to
movie stars was the Oscar preesnted to Shirley Booth for the
best performance by an actress In
any film during the year of 1952.
Miss Booth copped the award for
her stellar performance ln “Come
Back. Little Sheba," which Is en
joying a very successful engage
ment at Rockland's Strand Thea
tre.
In "Come Back. Little Sheba.”
Miss Booth makes her screen de
but after having successfully por
trayed the part on the Broadway
stage. Co-starred with the Oscar
winner is Burt Lancaster and
Terry Moore. The local engage
ment of "Oome Back Little Sheba"
with continue through Saturday
j evening, with complete shews at
2, 635 and 830 daily.
Another film that played the
! Strand Theatre recently has fig, 1 ured prominently in the news of
' the Academy Award presentations.
I when “The Greatest Show On
Earth" was selected as the best I
"all-around" picture of 1962.
35-lt
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•As chipper as can be at 96 years, Miss Esther Robbins of Vinalhaven
wasn’t going lo be outdone by any youngster of 80 years or so In taking
part In the x-ray program. She made ber plans and showed up for her
appointment to become the state's oldest person to be x-rayed in the
tuberculosis prevention program.

Young, 85, came from Matinicus.
Because a large group of fishermen
of Vinalhaven were going to Au
gusta to appear before the Legisla
ture on Tuesday, Miss Clara Floyd,
who was In charge of the team of
technicians who came to conduct
the survey, agreed to take x-rays
of these men on Monday evening
and 44 fishermen took advantage
of the opportunity.
The crowds of people were moved
smoothly through the large hall by
a group of hostesses who assisted
them ln taking off their wraps and
gave any help needed in filling out
the registration blanks.
Mrs.
Prances Gilchrist of the Vinal
haven Community Health Council
UNIVERSALIST
greeted everyone at the door and
under Mrs. Doris S. Arey, chairman
CHURCH
ot the
hostess committee of the
Vinalhaven
Community
Health
By The Court House
Council and Mrs. Olive Curtis.
Sunday Worship | chairman of the hostess committee
of the North Haven Community
11 A. M.
! Health Council the following ladles
Sermon Subject
! were hostesses: From Vinalhaven,
Mrs. Erma Carlsen, Mrs. Eleanor
“THE LOST SHEEP"
I Conway, Mrs. Joyce Ames. Miss
REV. GEORGE H. WOOD
j Edith Grimes, Mrs. Cora Peterson,
i From North Haven, Mrs. Ethel
■ Wooster, Mrs. Jean Dickey and
|
Make Your Sunday * Mrs. Audrey Lincoln.
A committee under Mrs. Orace
Peterson, chairman of arrange
More Enjoyable By
ments, stood ready with cars to call
£
DINING AT THE
for those who had no transporta
tion and could not walk to the hall
| KNOX HOTEL
i and in this way many of the older
5j
THOMASTON
! age group were able to participate.
Serving from 12 Noon to 3 P.
Esther
Robbins.
96.
Vlnalha^en's oldest citizen, had her chest
Suppers from 5.30-7.30
x-rayed. Esther Robbins is the hold
£ Monday through Friday
er of the gold-headed, ebony cane
35-ltg presented to the town by the BosThe chest x-ray survey which was
conducted at the Town Hall ln
Vinalhaven for the residents of Vi
nalhaven and North Haven on
March 17 was an outstanding suc
cess. A total ot 734 persons were
x-rayed. This number ls 54 per
cent of the total eligible popula
tion and is something that the
sponsoring Health Councils are
very proud of.
One hundred and twenty-five
people came from North Haven and
were brought to thc Town Hall
from the .ferry landing ln the
achool bus and private cars. Judson

J

8
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BEST BUTS IN TOWN!
24 MONTHS TO PAY

*

The legislative committee on sea
and shore fisheries, which heard
arguments on the proposed In
crease of one-sixteenth of an Inch
in lobster carapace measure this
week has reported unanimously in
favor of leaving the measure as it
now stands.
Senator Prank Harding said
Friday that the bill Is now in the
Senate and has been tabled as
both parties concerned, meaning
the lobstermen and dealers, are to
attempt to reach a mutual agree
ment on the matter. The tabling
action was taken at the request of
both groups, he explained.
The bill, which asked a minimum
legal carapace measure of three
and three-sixteenths inches against
the present measure of three and
one-eighth Inches, was vigorously
opposed by fishermen, represented
by Rockland attorney Alan Grossman. at the hearing.
Lobstermen pointed to loss of
Income, while dealers urged con
servation through the increased
measure and predicted better in
come for the fishermen from a
larger lobster ln the future.

Emblems Elect
Mrs. Vivian Whittier New
President Of the Group

Pledged

Several From the Coastal
Area Selected By Maine
Fraternities At Orono
Tlie 17 fraternities at the Uni
versity of Maine have pledged 299
freshmen following the spring
"rushing" period
These students
will reside ln the fraternity houses
when they return to the university
for the fall semester and will be
initiated during the fall.
Those from the Rockland area
pledged to the fraternities are as
follows:
William K. Hoch. Olen Cove, to
Phi Mu Delta; Jon R. Appel,
Friendship, to Sigma Chi; Emery
B. Howard, Jr.. Rockland, to Sig
ma Chi; Donald K. Pendleton,
Islesboro, to Sigma Chi; Dino A.
and Jack D. Galiano, both of
Rockland, to Theta Chi.
ton Post many years ago to be used
by the oldest Inhabitant of the
town during his or her lifetime.
“Aunt Esther," as she is affec
tionately known was born in Glou
cester, Mass., In 1857. When she
was a young child her family moved
to Owl’s Head and when she was
16 they came to Vinalhaven. She
was for many years cook ln Vinalhaven’s famous Granite Hotel and
was active ln church work, con
ducting for many years the Esther
Robbins Sunday School Class.
During the winter, she makes her
home with her niece, Mrs. Harvard
Burgess, but during the summers
she still Uvea alone, being the only
survivor of seven brothers and sis
ters, in her home on Chestnut
street.
COME ONE! COME ALL!
To The Odd Fellows Hall
Maybe We ll Sing
Maybe We’ll Dance
Maybe "Salome" Will Lose
Her Pants—
But Whtever Happens Be Sure
To Go To the
ST. GEORGE COTTON TOWN
MINSTREL SHOW
March 27 A 28, 8.15 P. M.
IOOF Hall. Tenant's Harbor
Admission: Adults 65c, tax Inc.
ChUdren 35c tax Inc.

Rockland Emblem Club met last
night at the Elks Home for the
annual meeting.
Reports were
read, and the following officers
elected and appointed: President
Vivian Whittier; Vice President
Phyllis Brewer; Marshal Dorothy
Noyes; First Assistant Marshal
Bernadette Manseau; Second Assist
ant Marshal Carmen Kaler; Chap
lain Myra Watts.
Three Year Trustee. Ida Clark,
the one and two year trustees,
Genie Annis and Bernice Freeman,
remaining in office.
Financial Secretary Arlene Wil
liams; Treasurer Bernice Holbrook;
Recording Secretary June Swan
son; Corresponding Secretary Mar
ian Cook.
Press correspondent, Ruth Cross:
historian, Marie Brewer; first
guard. Elva Legage; second guard.
Alsy Moody; organist, Ellen Roes;
advisory board, Adah Roberts,
Thelma Parsons, Vivian Whittier,
Flora Carroll, Marguerite Brewer.
Genie Annis and Bernice Freeman,
The next meeting will be held
April 2, with an auction following
the business session, proceeds to go
to the Red Cross. Members may
bring articles for the auction or
notify auctioneer. Myra Watts, and
they will be called for.

New Youth Group
The Rev. Oeorge H. Wood, mini
ster of the Church of Immanuel,
Universallst, announces the forma
tion of two new Youth Groups to
be known as the Junior and Sen
ior Universallst Youth Fellowships.
The advisors meeting with the
groups respectively are Miss Ma
rion Cole and Miss Louise Veazle.
and both organizations will meet
at the Universalist Manse, 66 Tal
bot avenue, this Sunday evening
from 6 to 730 for business, plan
ning and fellowship, with refresh
ments.

Rummage Sale
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1948 PLYMOUTH 4 DR. SEDAN

1946 CHEVROLET 4 DR. SEDAN

Warren mothers of pre-school
children in reply to inquiries sent
out by the Public Health Commit
tee. in a survey for establishment
of a permanent pre-school child
health conferences, are favorable
to the plan. They also are ln fa
vor of charge ln the matter of
vaccinations and innoculatlons. No
pre-school conferences will be held
during the summer months for
children. Instead, they will be
held AprU. May and June, the first
being on AprU 24.
The committee is interested ln
the mother and baby care course
of six lessons, given by the Ame
rican Red Cross, and Mrs. Fred
Richards, secretary of the local
health committee, will look Into
the matter and report at the next
meeting, June 17.
At the quarterly meeting of the
Warren Public Health Committee,
held Wednesday afternoon with
Mrs. Willis Moody, Jr., tentative
plans were made to hold an eve
ning meeting next faU with speak
ers from the National PubUc
Health Committee, to be followed
by panel discussions.
Mrs. Esther Long, state field
nurse, present at the meeting,
pointed out that aU children ln
this town, have completed their
immunization shots, except for the
‘boosters.’
New member received by the lo
cal health committee is Mra Ar
The above map ls a section of a Coast and Geodetic Survey chart of the Spruce Head area and shows thur Burgess.

rotten Pt

the chart as drawn from a survey made In 1904 in conjuction with the state. The town line may he seen
at the upper left of the picture whkh come* down to the Spruce Head-St. George highway, and then contlnues along the highway to a paint Just beyond what has been identified as Maynard Post's house, and
then ruts to the right to run to the shore. It leaves what has been Identified as the Bard property, on the
St. George side and Philip York's on the South Thomaston side of the Une. The white Une extending from
the town line Junction on the St. George-Spruce Head highway to the sea off Patten's Point Is approximately
that laid out In the secession proposal which Is now before Legislature.

There may be a Joker In the
The petition, as presented, con
Spruce Head controversy over se tinues the line to cross the Spruce
cession from the Town of St. Head-St. George highway and to
continue in a southeasterly direc
George and Joining up w’ith the tion to go to sea to leave Patten’s
Town of South Thomaston. There Point in what would then be South
is a possibility that those homes, Thomaston.
the owners of which seek to Join
A second hearing on the proposed
the 'Keag. are already in South division waa held at Augusta at
Thomaston, and have been for lo 1030 a. m. Thursday. Represen
these many years
tative Joseph Robinson. Jr. of St.
Should one refer to the Depart George, who originally presented
ment of Interior Geological Survey the bill for the division, opposed it.
chart of the area, of 1904. and take as he had at the previous hearing.
it as being accurate, the disputed Representative Ralph Winchenpaw
area, in great part, ls ln South of Friendship, who represents
South Thomaston, spoke for it.
Thomaston anyway.
The chart referred to above was
Selectmen Willard Brown and
prepared from a survey made ln I Robert Waterman at South Thom
1904 by the US. Coast and Geo aston represented thetr commun
detic Survey in co-operation with ity. Capt. Nathan Bard and Philip
the State of Maine, represented York both spoke on the situation
by the Public Utilities Commis while others of a large South
sion.
Thomaston delegation made them
In the portion of the chart re selves heard also.
produced here, which shows the
It was brought out that approxi
town line, one may see that mately $800 tn taxes is involved ln
the boundary runs almost due the proposed change in boundary
south to a point on Spruce lines.
Head-St. George road a short dis
It was Mr York who brought
tance from Spruce Head Village.
out the possibility that the boun
Then, the line follows the road toI ward the village and cuts sharply daries, as shown on the Geologi
cal Survey chart, were correct and
approximately to the southeast to
that much of the disputed prop
; include one house, that of Maynard
erty Is In South Thomaston now
: Post, and to continue to pass beand has been since 1904. at least.
: tween the properties of Captain
The discovery opens a whole new
I Nathan Bard and Philip York,
j leaving York ln the Keag and field of discussion and one which
may require town lines being run
j Bard in St. George.
before anything can be done.
York, and others, have observed i
that. Inasmuch as the town line
TkffltYQM
followed the highway for a dis
r (
/tn ttut
tance. that assessors of the past
> Ont and Onfy/ may have assumed that it oontin
ued along into the village and just

AT 9 A. M. — AT THE
Sponsored by Owl's Head School

GIRL WANTED

FOR OFFICE WORK
Applv In Person at
H. H. CRIE A CO.
328 Main SL - Rockland
Between 4 P. M. and 5.30 P. M
34-35

Improvement League.

for

Clothing
Easter, Dishes and Many-

DIAMOND RINGS
Frteeo
Fed Tax
Rings Kn'a’-god
to Show Detail

Other Eseful Articles.

35-37

ANNUAL
1937 BUICK 4 DR. SEDAN

1933 PLYMOUTH SPORT COUPE

!

took the property on thc seaward
side as being ln St. George. Instead
of stopping where the chart ac
tually shows It to leave the road
way Une.
The discovery, right or wrong,
raises the question as to what
South Thomaston can recover In
the way of taxes collected by St
George from those persons who
might have been South Thomaston
residents all along.
In turn, what can St. George
collect for road maintenance, edu
cational services extended the
children, and other municipal serv
ices over the years ln that section
which may have been in the Keag
All In all, the situation ts one
which may overshadow the simple
desire of a group of property own
ers to transfer from one town to
the other for the sake of their
convenience ln schools and munici
pal services generally.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my Ufe to live again, 1
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes ls a loss of
happiness.—Charles Darwin.
WILL
There Is no chance, no destiny, no
fate.
Can circumvent or hinder or con
trol
The firm resolve of a determined
soul.
Gifts count for nothing; will alone
ls great;
All things give way before it, soon
or late.
What obstacle can stay the mighty
force
Of the sea-aeeklng river tn its
course,
Or cause the ascending orb of day
to wait.
Each wellborn aoul must win what
lt deserves.
Let the fool prate of luck. The
fortunate
Is he whose earnest, purpose never
swerves.
Whose slightest action or inaction
serves
The one great aim Why, even
Death stands still.
And waits an hour sometimes for
such a will.
—Ella Wheeler Wilcox

Nazarene Quartet

Famous Singers Will Appear
Tomorrow At Nazarene
Church In Union
An inspiring service will be held j
Sunday, tomorrow, at 11 a. m., at
the Church of the Nazarene in
Union with the famous male quar
tet of the Eastern Nazarene Col
lege as special guests. Rev. Ken
neth Pearsall, executive field secre
tary at the college, will be the
speaker. Rev. Irvin E. Quinn ls
pastor of the church and extends
a warm Invitation to all persons
to attend this fine service.

MEN WANTED

CLERKS FOR STEADY WORK
AT H. H. CRIE A CO.
Main Street
Apply In Person Between
1p.m. and 5.30 p. m.
34-35

Read The Oourier-Gazette

Atlc arved*

1946 PLYMOUTH CLUB COUPE

BOX

WarrenjHealth

Pre-School Treatment Of
Children Approved By
Mothers In the Town

1941 DESOTO 4 DB. SEDAN

BARGAIN

Volume 108, Number 35

Spruce Head May Be ’Keag Territory

UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

1951 CHEVROLET 4 DR. SEDAN

1950 CHEVROLET 2 DR. SEDAN

15 00 per year
82.50 six months

SATUEDAY, MARCH 28

1952 PONTIAC, Like New

1950 PLYMOUTH OLUB COUPE 6

EIGHT PAGES—5c COPY

SALE of
Extended Play I
RECORDS
r * 45 RPM
i * All Popular Tunes

ST. PATRICK’S CONCERT

• Cooking ta quicker and easier
with PYROFAX Gas I There's no
waiting for elements to heat upyou get maximum heat immedMttf.
You can select the exact heat you
want, from low simmer to full fast
flame. PYROFAX Gai gives you
trouble-free performance - means
greater efficiency in cooking, wa
heating, refrigeration. Come tn ■
> us today.

AT

1933 DODGE PICK-UP

E. G. WINCHENBAUGH
HIGH GRADE USED CARS
179 South Main Street
Rockland, Maine
Telephone 1334-R
M

ST. BERNARD'S CHURCH HALL
MATINEE SATURDAY, MARCH 21,’2.30

Superior BOTTLED QA1

Albert E. MacPhail

SUNDAY, MARCH 22, 7.00
MONDAY, MARCH 23, 7.00
Adult Tickets 50c - Children 15c

445 MAIN ST.

TEL IM

ROCKLAND, ME.
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All Readers of The
Courier-Gazette Are

Invited to Send Service
Items for This Column

tered the Army in March 1952 and
was stationed at Fort Meyer, Va,
prior to his overseas assingment.
He was a member of the post's
honor guard. Dority is a graduate |
of Camden High School.
• • • •
Herbert R. Bean, son of Mr and J
Mrs. Lloyd Bean of Appleton is at |
the following address: Herbert R.
Bean, SN 210-39-88, R. M. School
16-53. Service School Command,
USNTC Bainbridge,
Md. Many ■
friends will send cards on his
birthday which occurred yesterday,
March 13.
•• • •
Pfc. Clayton O. Wadsworth, son
| of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wadsworth
Route 1, Union, recently left Ko
rea for the United States and re
lease from active duty. Wadsworth,
who arrived in Korea in December
I 1951, has been a member of the
Pvt. Vernon B. Hunter
60th Medical Depot of the Korean
Pvt. Vernon B. Hunter son of i Base Section. The section is the reMr. and Mrs Roy Hunter of Rock quisttoning and supply agency for
UN forces in Korea. IIt includes
ville, who received his basic train
ing at Indiantown Gap, Penn., ar most of the supply personnel
and units in South Korea. Wadsrived in Japan in February and is
1 worth holds the Korean Service
now attending Signal School
His address is: Pvt. Vernon B j Medal and the UN Service Medal.
Hunter US 51157281, Signal School. He graduated from Appleton High
40th Inf., Div., (Rear) APO 6 % ; School in 1948.• • • •
PM San Francisco, Calif.
Carol C. Brown, son of Mrs Hen
• • • •
ry Brown of Vinalhaven, recently
A/lc Morgan S. Barbour, son of
Mr and Mrs Benjamin Barbour. was promoted to Pfc in the Army
while serving with the 2nd Ar
Warren, is now stationed at Lack
land. A. F Base, San Antonio, mored Division in Germany. A
Texas, where he is presently being member of Company A, 17th Ar
Indoctrinated in pre-flight training I mored Engineer Battalion, Pfc
Brown entered the Army last Ap
as an aviation cadet. He will be sta
tioned at Lackland for 12 weeks ril, took basic training at Indian
town Gap. Penn, and arrived ov
before being assigned to a primary
erseas last September. He was a
flying bast. He was formerly con
farmer in civilian life.
trol tower operator at Brookley A.
• • • •
F Base in Mobile, Ala. Morgan
Army
Lt.
Harold
M. Sewell son
would appreciate hearing from
friends at the following address: of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sewall II,
963 Washington street, Bath, re
A le Morgan S. Barbour, AD, 1122
7201, Flight H2CI, 2742nd Pre- cently was named public informa
Plight, Training Sqdn., Lackland tion officer for the 7th Transporta
tion Major Port ln Korea. His new
AFB, San Antonio, Texas.
duties include
gathering news
• • • •
Pvt. Basil G. Gushee, son of Mr. about men in his unit and for
warding stories to newspapers and
and Mrs. Roland J. Gushee, Union,
radio stations in the soldiers’
recently graduated from the Ar
my's Specialist School in Eta Ji- home towns. Lt. Sewall arrived in
Korea in July, 1952 and served
ma, Japan. During, the seven week
with the 2nd Marine Division dur
course for mechanics, he learned
ing World War II. He attended
to maintain and repair many types
Bowdo'n College, Brunswick.
of Army vehicles. Private Gushee
• • • •
entered the Army last June.
Sidney
Miller,
who made his
• • • •
home the past several months with
Pvt. Fred E. Fox, son of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Leach in
Georgia Varney, 6 Meadow Way,
Warren, and attended the local
Bath, is now serving with the 28th
high school, has enlisted in the Ar
Infantry Division. A 1951 gradu
my and is located at Camp Polk,
ate of Morse High School, Fox en
La, his address, Pvt. Sidney Miller,
tered the Army in August 1952. He
R. A. 11242411, CO. D, 145th In
received basic training at Indian
fantry, 37th Division, Camp Polk.
town Gap, Penn.
La.
• • • •
•• • •
Harlan L. Sylvester, 18, of 28
Sgt. Donald Davis, whose par
McLoud street, Rockland enlisted
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hagan,
in the Airforce with grade of AB
live at 8 Libby Cts., Bath, is re
(E-l) March 10. 1953. His parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Theoddre W. Sylves turning to the U. S. from Korea
under the Army's rotation system.
ter reside at above address. He
He served in the 25th Infantry
graduated from Rockland High
Division,
now the senior American
School in 1952.
division on the peninsula.
• • • •
Sergeant Davis, a mechanic in
Philip F Townsend, 18, 76 Cres
cent street, Rockland, enlisted in the division’s 25th Signal Company,
the Airforce with the grade of AB had been in Korea since last July
He has been awarded the UN
(E-l) March 10. 1953. His parents
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Townsend re Service Ribbon and the Korean
side at above address. He attended Service Ribbon.
The seargeant entered the Army
Rockland High School.
• • • *
in April, 1951, and was stationed
The new address of Pvt-2 Rob at Fort Hood, Texas, before his
ert E. Keating, U. S 51-157-278 assignment in the Far East.
• • • •
SVC Btry, 206th FA Bn, 43th Di
Serving
with Anti-Submarine
vision, APO 112, % PM New York,
N. Y. He would very much like to Squadron 26. the Navy’s “Ready”
squadron at the Naval Air Station
hear from his friends.
• • • •
here, is Navy Lt. (jg) Gilbert A
Pvt. Howard L. Dority, son of Boggs, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Dority, Moun K. Boggs of Warren.
• • • •
tain street Oamden, recently ar
Private Maynard Tolman, son of
rived in Korea and is serving with
the Second Infantry Division. Pri Mr. and Mrs. Earl Tolman of West
vate Dority, a formed employee of Rockport, is stationed at Camp
the Seabright Woven Felt Co, en- Polk. La. His address is Pvt. May
nard Tolman
RAI 1259991, Hq.
Btry, 134 F. A. Bn, 34th Inf. Div,
Camp Polk, Louisiana.
FRIENDLIEST
• • • •
Donald M. Frye, age 19, RFD 1.
Glen Cove, enlisted in the US Air
IN TOWN!
! Force with rank of A B, it has
been announced by USA&USAF
Recruiting Station, Post Office
i Building. Augusta.
He was sworn in on March 13
1953, and will report to Sampson
AFB, New York, as his initial asi signment.
A WEEK
Airman Frye is the son ol Mr
! and Mrs William A. Frye. His
parents live at Simonton Corner.
BITLER CAR A HOME SUPPLY
Rockport. His brother, William, ls
470 Main Street
Rockland. Me.
serving in the U. S Navy.
TeL 877
He attended Rockport High
School
• • • •

} ♦

CREDIT PLAN

TERMS AS LOW

I25

Mrs. A. M. Escorsio, 78 1-2 Me
chanic street, Rockland, was re
cently promoted to corporal while
serving in Korea with the 45th In
fantry Division.
Corporal Escorsio, a rifleman in
Company A of the 189th Infantry
Regiment, arrived in Korea in
February'. 1962, and has been
awarded the Combat Infantryman
Badge.
A 1947 graduate of Rockland
High School, he entered the Armyin December, 1950. and received
basic training at Camp Gordon,
Ga.
• • • •
i
Pfc. Phillip E. Savage, son of
Mrs. Erma Savage. 10 Somerset
Place, Bath, is now serving ln Oer
many with the 28th Infantry Di
vision.
Savage entered the Army in
April, 1951. and received basic
training at Schofield Barracks. Ha
waii. He now holds the Combat In
fantryman Badge and the Korean
and UN Service Ribbons.
He attended Morse High School
and was later employed by the
Bath Canning Co.
• • • •
Vincent K. Overlook of Washing
ton and 80 Oakdale avenue. Paw
tucket, R. I, aviation storekeeper
USN, recently qualified for the
Naval Reserve Officers Training
Corps. He was selected by his
naval unit and he successfullypassed a service-wide examination
given to all eligible Navy men last
December. In June he will report
to thc U. S. Naval School Academy
and College Preparatory School at
Bainbridge. Md, where he will
study for approximately three
months reviewing courses ln math
ematics, English and Science. Upon
completion of the course, he will
report to Brown University in
Providence. R. I, where he intends
to major in mathematics while
working for a degree in education
Before entering College he will be
discharged from the Navy for the
“convenience of the government”
and will be appointed as midship
man in the U. S Naval Reserve
NROTC, Inactive
With college
subjects he will be required to take
24 semester hours in naval science.
A graduate of East High School in
Pawtucket, R I, he entered the
Navy in July. 1951, and took his
boot training in Bainbridge, Md,
After completing airman school
and aviation storekeeper school in
Jacksonville, Fla, he spent three
months in Utility Squadron 6 be
fore reporting to Patrol Squadron
10 at the Naval Air Station ln
Brunswick, Me, last July. On Feb.
14, 1953. Overlock was ordered to
report at Brown University for
Oollege Entrance tests and further
examinations.
• • • •
A-B William F. Coiley, Jr,
formerly of Glen Cove, the son of
Mrs. Dorothy E. Coiley, now of
Bangor, present address is: A-B
William F. Coiley, Jr, AF 11260063
3667 Tr. Sqd Flight 2404, Samp
son A FB, Sampson, New York

Limit Its Power
Best Road To Freedom Is To
Hold Down Government
Control
At more or less regular Intervals,
it is proposed that the government
take a dominant part in the Job of
improving our standards of medical
care, and that large sums of our
tax money be used to subsidize
medical schools, hospitals, com
munity health endeavors, and other
activities. These proposals invari
ably pay lip service to the cause
of medical freedom.
Unfortunately, when government
gets a finger in any pie, it usually
isn't long until it has a strangle
hold on the whole pie. It is equal
ly true that the more authority we
give to government, the more pow
er government will wield—at the
expense of all the freedoms.
A tragic recent example of this
is found in Argentina. A year ago
the Argentine Congress passed a
law authorizing President Peron to
reorganize the National Academies
of Medicine. Dictator Peron has
done that, and with a vengence. A
physician cannot leave hls city or
stop his professional activity with
out permission of the Public
Health Ministry. He must obey all
orders issued by that Ministry, and
by the professional colleges and
corporations which have become
Peron's rubber stamps. Scientific
societies cannot even hold meetings
with out police permission, and in
some cases this permission has
been refused. In short, the last
vestiges of academic freedom in
Argentina have been destroyed.
Medical profession is a pawn of an
authoritarian state.
It's easy to say "It couldn't hap
pen here." But Argentina also was
a free country once. So were many
other nations which are now en
slaved. The way to guarantee free
dom is to limit, not extend, the
Powers and obligations of govern
ment.

ST. GEORGE ROAD
Dinner will be served at the
Finnish Congregational Church,
March 22, at 11 JO to 12 JO All
welcome.

With the 45th Infantry Division

in Korea-Angelo Escorsio, son of

Sutwcribe to Ths Oourter-Ossetts

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

[EDITORIAL]
SUMNER PIKE IN THE ROLE OF MOSES
A whole-souled admiration for Sumner Pike, "Citizen
of the World” and Lubec, Maine, dwells in the editorial rooms
of The Courier-Gazette. Mr. Pike is a man of unquestioned
ability, of blunt and outspoken courage and the possessor of
a magnificent personality. He also has a sense of right and
justice that has marched with him since his rollicking days
at Bowdoin.
This is the man whom Gov. Cross has had the flne judg
ment to name to the Public Utilities Commission with the
designation of chairman. Around the commission and the
circumstances which led to the protest resignation of Frank
Southard as chairman, the average citizen of Maine feels a
sense of personal and savage, though uninformed, outrage.
They look to Mr. Pike as a Moses to lead them out of
the financial wilderness they are just beginning to realize
they have entered, and before the battle is fought and won,
Mr Pike may need an Aaron and a Hur to hold up his arms,
and Joshua, as you recall, was a High Priest, but nobody
would ever confuse any of the Pike brother with High Priests,
they are all real men—strong, able and the highest brand of
State of Mainers.
Mr. Sumner Pike, the 900.000 men and women of Maine
who pay the bills,—unlettered to the extent that they are
confused by recent financial gymnastics in this matter, but
mad all the way through with their temper centered ln their
threatened pocketbooks,—look to you for the answers If
you say "This procedure is O K
that will be good enough
for them

WE TILL A SMALL FIELD, BUT TILL IT WELL
Slightly over 52 per cent of the population of the United
States lives in towns of less than 10,000 population. This
group represents approximately 43 per cent of the buying
power of the nation. Serving this large and important seg
ment of our citizenry is The Courier-Gazette and a small
army of fellow weekly newspapers. It is the one reliable
vehicle on which the seller can carry his message to the vast
portion of our population, which, incidentally, has the high
est percentage of home owners and which normally pur
chases the most automobiles, trucks, tractors, household
appliances and many other things.
Several years ago, the editor of the Dallas (Texas) Morn
ing News, a large metropolitan daily, paid high tribute to
the weekly newspapers and to the people living in the com
munities they serve. What he said then still holds good
today, perhaps even more so Most certainly, it is well worth
repeating. Said he in part:
"A heartwarming sign that the civilization we have
known for so long is hanging on, is the weekly newspaper
A few years ago there were those who forecast the death
of the weekly. It could not withstand the radio. The drain
to the city, the rush for defense jobs and call to arms would
mean its doom. But the prophet did not know his small com
munities. Neither did he know the love one develops for
running a small newspaper Even though the life is less
glamorous than on a metropolitan daily, it has its own
deeply-rooted charms.
“It is hard to forget the lic-loc tune of the press on
publication day. It’s a rare experience to know that she is
out again, to remove the forms, redistribute th.e type and
mail her out to appreciative customers It is a place where
the back office is close to the front and the whole ls dif
fused with an atmosphere that is hard to put behind and
leave.
"The small cities and towns are still our strongholds
There we find devotion and affection for community life
Folks may be complacent at times, but they feel they are a
part of their environment, not Uttle saplings in a dense
woodland. It is comforting to know that their institutions
are still rooted, that they are weathering one of the great
crises of history and will live to carry on a great heritage.”
That’s what the editor of a large paper, published in a
large city, thinks of the small newspaper and the small
town lolks who read it. He could well have added what the
editor of the small-town weekly is, himself, too modest to
say—that all of the miracles of production in peace or war
have not been made in plants manufacturing airplanes, tanks.
munitions, automobiles, refrigerators, etc.
The editors of the weeklies have wrought miracles of
production. During the war, especially, these papers per
formed them, often with a badly depleted staff, worn-out
mechanical equipment and a woeful shortage of newsprint.
In spite of all these handicaps the weekly editor has kept
his paper rolling off the press, has continued to render yeo
man service to his community, and to let his readers in on
the friendly gossip and doings of the community.
The editor of the weekly newspaper doesn’t sit in a com
fortable swivel chair before an elegant and expansive ma
hogany desk. He doesn't have a corps of expensive assist
ants at his beck and command, but in spite of these lacks,
he is doing his utmost to give his town folks a newspaper
replete with the news of their community and abounding
with wisdom and good, old-fashioned horse-sense on his
editorial page.
The average weekly editor takes his Job seriously and
does lt with courage and wholly without fear. He believes his
newspaper has a great responsibility of leadership for the
community and stands for what he considers right and ln
the public interest, let the chips fall where they may

THE WILSON INCIDENT
Charles E. Wilson certainly got off on the wrong foot
with the politicos in his efforts to become Secretary of De
fense. From the serio-comic events which dogged his every
move for a time comes the Indisputable fact that Mr. Wilson
is an honest man. A genius in industrial management, his
naivete during the hearings were a refreshing proof of his
forthright honesty in contrast to the prevailing political
guile and this has resulted in a genuine admiration for Mr
Wilson
Senator Morse of Oregon allowed his native suspicion and
lack of faith ln America and Americans to show plainly when
he questioned If any man of the ability and prominence of
Mr. Wilson could sit fairly in judgment on defense con
tracts. With characteristic smallness of vision the Oregon
Senator sought the mote in the eye of the other man while
blandly ignoring the beam in his own eye, disregarding the
fact that hls objection surely applied to Secretary of Labor
Durkin and former Secretary of Defense Marshall
It is a severe reflection on a government and its "Morses”
when we abuse one of our ablest industrialists for presuming
to become a public servant in an hour of greatest public need,
when he has qualified himself for such responsibility through
a brilliant career ln private industry. It would seem that
no man with great qualities of leadership and organizational
genius could find a welcome in government service.
Such men as Charles Erwin Wilson are sorely needed in
government.

PROGRESS GOES WITH FREEDOM
The United States contains roughly one-fourteenth of the
world's population, but it chalks up a whopping 40 per cent
of all the goods the world produces. In this country men are
free to make full use of all natural resources and scientists
are not only free to develop the best possible methods of
manufacture and the most advantageous use of fuels, but are
encouraged to do so and the huge experimental laboratories
are financed by industry rather than by the depressing hand
of government. A free country is always the most progres
sive ln terms of human values and ma ■
aluea alike

ARGUES FOR LOBSTER INCREASE
A. C. McLoon Comments Of the Possible

Benefits To Dealers and Fishermen

Record Year
Maine Will Net Over Million
Dollars From Conven
tions

This year, with more conventions
than ever before scheduled for the
Through Proposed Longer Measure
State, Maine will realize an esti
mated one million dollars from
this business.
The following observations on the immature chickens are undesir
Figures released today by J
current proposal to increase the able, unwanted and a drug on the Henry Johnson, conventions mana
measure of Maine's minimum mar market that have to be sold at ger of the Maine Publicity Bureau,
less than cost. How do we know show that Maine conventions will
ketable lobster by one-sixteenth of
they are unwanted? Because at be attended by over 35.000 dele
an inch was presented by Albert one time the dealers sent out thou gates from all parts of the nation
C. McLoon. Rockland's oldest lob sands of cards to hotels, restau and from Canada. These convenster dealer, at the Augusta hear rants, clubs and retailers asking tioners will spend an estimated
how small a lobster they could use one million dollars in the 8tate
ings this week.
or sell to advantage. The answers this year.
Mr. Chairman and Members of
According to Johnson, this esti
were almost unanimous. "Nothing
the Committee:
less than a pound.” Why try to mate is based on figures compiled
This bill has been called a deal shove anything smaller down their by the International Association of
ers' bill when, as a matter of fact, ' throats?
Convention Bureaus which are de
the idea originated with fishermen
We know nothing less than a rived from statistics of expendi
of Massahusetts and was presented pound is wanted from our experi tures at like conventions in other
and sponsored through their legis ence in seBing. We have to sell parts of the country.
Delegates attending the Maine
lature by the South Shore Fisher our good chickens at about twomen's Association and the Atlan thirds the price of selects and get-tegethers this year will spend
tic Lobster Fishermen's Co-opera I dump our poor ones at less than an estimated1 *202.400 for hotel ac
tive Association. However, the deal cost. And now, our largest dump commodation and rooms; *287500
ers and most of the fishedmen were ing grounds. Massachusetts and in restaurants and for beverages;
quick to see the advantage of the New York, are closed to us. What 1305.600 in retail stores; *36,400 for
Idea and a chance to eliminate makes matters worse, out of state local transportation; f 64,300 in
one of the curses of the lobster dealers can now furnish better theaters and for other forms of
entertainment; *32.100 for gas, oil
industry.
chickens than we can and the
servicing; $4,300 on sightThe Massachusetts
called | trade will go where they can get and car "i
ktiui law v».«ru
„,h»r
one
—sixteenth I
i seeing, snd $>7,4CO for other ex
for an increase of
OI
one SUllcrilMl | thA lorcrAr /vbinirsanc onW nHlJ nlap/> I
the larger chickens and will place penses incidental to either going
of an inch, and a further increase I their orders for selects at the same
of another one-sixteenth of an | time, so we lose out at both ends to or from, and attending the con
vention.
inch for the following year.
All that the dealers of Maine
The convention season in the
The heads of the departments
want is a chance to compete on an State ol Maine is a year round
of fisheries of Maine and Canada
equal basis with out of State deal business with meetings planned in
were interested, and a meeting
ers. Some fishermen may say, “To various sections of the state
with the Massachusetts commis
heck with the Maine and Massa throughout the 12 months of the
sioner was held at Ottawa where
Maine's 1953 convention
chusetts dealers. What do we care year.
lt was decided there was merit in
Includes International,
about them?” But as a matter of calendar
the idea.
fact, the fishermen and dealers national, regional and state conThc Maine Commissioner then sent
are practically partners and you I ventions
out a questionnaire and 54.6 per
can't hurt one withot hurting tlie
cent of the replies were in favor
other. The dealers need the fish
Men Forgetful
of the change while 45.4 per cent
ermen to produce the lobsters and
were against it. Probably, double
the fishermen need the dealers to D____ ,
u«,,«
the number would have voted ln distribute the lobsters all over the ReCOrdS ShOW They Have
favor if the change had called for
United States Both have their j
Poorer ftppmories Than
only one-sixteenth Inch increase,
functions and one cannot prosper |
Women
which is called for In this bill, in
without the other
If a dealer;
stead of for a further Increase
The male is more forgetful than
takes a loss on part of the lobsters
of one-sixteenth inch the follow
the
female when lt comes to leav
he sells, it is reflected in what price
ing year
he can pay the fishermen If the ing things behind in hotels and
Then, a bill was drafted for the
dealers prosper, they afford to pay tourist homes. And married men
last legislature, nol by a dealer, but |
forget even more than bachelors,
the fishermen a better price.
presumably by the Sea & Shore
perhaps because they are used to
If this bill Increasing the size of having their wives pick up after
Fisheries
commissioner’s
office
After a hearing before the commit lobsters one-sixteenth of an Inch them.
tee of Sea & Shore Fisheries, the is adopted. It will reduce the over
Records kept by one New York
bill was reported "Ought not to supply of small lobsters so that we hotel for ten years, reports Ed Wal
can
pay
the
fishermen
higher
pass." The principal argument at
lace in the April issue of the Jour
the hearing seemed to be that If prices to offset the loss ln weight nal of Living magazine, indicate
Maine would not adopt the meas After one year, the fishermen can that once on the road. Americans
ure, Canada would not, and not help making more money as seem to delight in shedding their
Massachusetts would be forced to the lobsters they Tiad thrown back possessions like dandruff
in the sea would shed and would
rescind its action.
'
Salesmen are an exception. They
That was false reasoning be weigh 26 per cent more when pack methodically and seldom
cause not only did Canada go along caught again. They would also leave anvthfhg behind
But top
with Massachusetts but New York, have increased to the small select executives fall on the hapless, un
which had been the principal size which sell for a better price. tidy side. They scribble numbers
For the fishermen, throwing back and memos to themselves and then
dumping ground for unwanted
small chickens, also adopted the the immature lobsters will be just leave them behind
Massachusetts measure while Con like putting money ln the bank
Newlyweds top the list and for
necticut and Rhode Island are said for a year at 25 per cent interest get on a more elegant scale than
For the dealer, it will stop a loss common folks. They drift off.
to be about to follow
Another argument at that time they are now suffering and enable leaving a trail of baggage, cameras.
was that our fishermen could not them to compete with out of State Jewelry (often including wedding
make a living the first year if the dealers.
ring), wallets and clothing, includ
For the State, it will provide a ing the bride's nightgown
measure was increased. This, too,
was false reasoning because the measure of conservation and give
For some reason, married men
fishermen of Massachusetts and the small lobsters a better chance hide their d.rty clothes. A fortune
Canada have continued to fish and to get into the breeding class.
in soiled socks, shirts and under
The State Department of Fisher wear. tightly rolled together and
prospered under the increased
measure during the nearly two ies has recently released data shoved to the back of a bottom
years the law has been In effect which they have compiled that is bureau drawer, are found each
Are we going to admit that Maine interesting, but part of which is year Razors, however, are seldom
fishermen are inferior and could very alarming They state that a forgotten.
not have done the same? I know reduction of 9.1 per cent of thc
Women invariably leave one ear
they are not inferior because they catch by weight or 122 per cent ln ring and one glove. They rarely
have done this very thing once numbers will take place if this bill forget handkerchiefs.
before. When our two-gauge law is passed. However, they say the
The next time you check out of
was passed. the endeavor was to reduction is not loss, but only de a hotel, advises the Journal of
make the minimum eye socket layed in reaching the catch until Living article, be sure to check up
measure equal to the nine-inch such time as by shedding tt be on yourself—and see what you’ve
overall measure then in vogue in comes legal. In shedding the first left behind
Massachusetts and Nova Scotia year. the small lobster will read)
It was decided to make the mini the one and one-eighth to one and
ARTESIAN WELLS
mum measure three and one-six one-fourth pound cla&s. thus gain
teenth inches, but after a time ing over 25 per cent in weight;
LEWIS HERBERT & SON
It was found this was too small and that with four sheddings the lob
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
a new bill was introduced increas ster gets Into the five inch pro
Tel. Dark Hbr. 74-J
ing the length from three and one- tective class, all of which agrees Islesbora
55tf
sixteenth to three and one-eighths, with our contentions.
Now.
the
sad
part,
according
to
which is the present measure.
That change went through with their figures, is that only nine and
out a murmur, and during the one- half per cent of the catch Is
first year the lobsters got this in the class from one and one-ha If
extra protection nobody starved pounds up. thus we are very, very
to death, nobody went bankrupt, short of the sizes that are the
and nobody w-as forced out of busi large producers They state that
ness This was about 1937 and the 1952 catch fell off nearly threeprobably most of the fishermen fourths of a million pounds, which
don't even remember it. What Is a long step in the wrong direc
they have done once they can do tion. Fshermen and the dealers
both realize that very few prime
again.
At the hearing two years ago. selects were being caught, but did
the proponents for the bill argued not realize conditions were so bad.
that It w-as a conservation measure If these sizes are not being caught,
much needed because the grounds there are not many in the ocean '
were being overfished and produc to catch as the grounds have been
tion was falling off. They also over fished.
The Sea and Shore Fisheries is
argued although the fishermen
would catch eight or 10 per cent doing nothing in the way of con
less lobsters the first year, that servation except enforcing the
with the immature lobsters kept laws. Now would be a good time
off the market, prices paid would to start some conservation by pass
be enough higher to more than ing this bill. But, if we are to save
make up for loss in weight. That this important industry, the fish
is exactly what did happen, even ermen and the dealers must get to
without the co-operation of Maine. gether and obtain from the State
The other fishing areas kept sev heavy money to restock our waters
eral million undesirable lobsters with seed lobsters from Canada.
off the market and selling and buy This has been done before and
ing prices went up This is ac can be done again If we pull to
counted for by the old law of sup gether. we can make a good team
and accomplish much. It is vitally
ply and demand
Now. what are we facing today? Important that we make this effort
We know that the 12 to 15 ounce for the benefit of all.
~ ■ ■ .,.,4. MW wr
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

TALK OF THE TOWN
Coming Events
(Social and community events
are solicited for ttls calendar. AU
are free and space here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly
commercial
aflairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted. The decision of
the editor is final.]
March 21—At Waldoboro, Germa
nia Lodge will entertain Dunster
Lodge of Cambridge, Mass., 6 30,
Odd Fellows Hall.
(March 23—Collins Group of Pioneer
Girls. Littlefield Memorial Bap
tist Church, 7 p. m
March 23—Red Cross Bloodmobile
will visit Rockland, headquarters
Legion Home. Sponsored by Le
gion and Auxiliary.
March 26 — Supper-Meeting of
Knox County Fish & Game
Ass’n., Mt. Pleasant Grange Hall,
West Rockport.
March 27—Rubinstein Guest Eve
ning at Farnsworth Building.
March 27—Tyler School P.TA
Fair.
March 28—At the Baptist Church.
Warren, a concert by the Gordon
College Choir of Boston.
March 30-April 3—Farm and Home
Week, at the University of
Maine
March 31—The Rockland Exten
sion Association will meet in the
Farnsworth Museum.
April 1—Canton Lafayette. 18, and
AuxlUary will meet, 6.30, Odd
Fellows HaU.
April 3—Methebesec Club meets at
Farnsworth Museum Auditorium
at 230 p. m.
April 6—Grand Army Day pbservance by Ruth Mayhew Tent,
D.U.V
April 9-10—Grade school operetta,
Rockland High auditorium.
April 16—Annual banquet, Rock
land Fire Department.
April 17—At Camden Opera House,
3-act melodrama “The Great
Parish House Robbery" by the
Congregational Good Cheer Class
April 19—Patriots’ Day.
April 24—Wedding Dress Parade at
Masonic Temple. Thomaston
April 30—Community Concert at
Community Building, De Paur
Infantry Chorus
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 12, 13, 14—Business & Pro
fessional Women's Club, 8tate
Convention at Samoset Hotel.
June 14—Flag Day.
June 19-20-21 — American Leg’on
Convention in Rockland.
July 4—Independence Day.
July 31-Aug 1-2—Maine Seafoods
restlval, Rockland.

The Sherman house on North
Main street has been sold to
Chauncey Keene
through the
Freeman S. Young real estate
agency.
The next regular meeting of
Rockland Lodge of Elks will be
Tuesday at 8 p. m., at the Elks
Home. The annual election of of
ficers will take place. A 6.30 sup
per will preesde the meeting
The Church Membership Revival
program at the First Baptist
Church this month has resulted in
a marked increase In attendance
and Interest.
Church members
have been revived, others have ex
pressed a desire to come Into the
membership of the church, and
some have confessed their faith
in Christ as Saviour. Registration
of attendance has been made
each Sunday, and a special certi
ficate of recognition will be pre
sented to those who have attend
ed each Sunday in March, with
special emphasis on attendance by
all the members of the family who
are members of the church. March
29 will be a great day of re-dedi
cation to Christ and the church,
as each member will have the op
portunity to re-register as a mem
ber of the First Baptist Church,
signifying their desire to live for
Christ and to serve Him through
the local church.

Do you want a guaranteed
used car at the price you dream
about? We have High Grade cars
at lowest prices in town Pontiac.
Plymouth, Chevrolet, DeSoto and
many others. Suit your price, suit
your pocketbook and 24 months to
pay Ask us about our amazing
“Bargain Box” cars at amazingly
low prices. Come and see for
yourself E. G. Winchenbaugh, 179
S. Main St.. City
34’35&’37

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
OARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
' 14 HOUR AMBULANCI
SERVICE

PHONE 701

I CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

1-tf

WENT LIKE WILD FIRE!
The power of local newspaper
advertising was strikingly dem
onstrated recently in a pleasing
manner when Ken Crane, Jr., of
the Senter-Crane store ran a
good sized advertisement In this
newspaper offering certain long
playing records at a very at
tractive price. He reports to the
Courier's ad man that in an
unbelievably short time all the
sale items had been sold. Na
turally the pleased advertiser
offers a repeat sale, and so look
on page one in today's Issue to
see another of those remarkable
value Senter-Crane record sale
advertisements.

Ground Observer Corps will meet
at the Civil Defense Office ln the
Court House Monday at 7 p. m.
A-lc Allen of Bangor will be pres
ent to instruct observers who haveiI
•
had no previous training. All in-. gfj
terested persons are welcome.
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Rockport Lions Charter Night Thursday

FIRST CHOICE FOR PRESIDENT
George H. Reed Wins Top Honors In

Limestone Lyre's Lodge By Virtue

Knox County Chapter of the!
American Red Cross announced I
Friday morning that the St.
George group of solicitors for theI
annual Red Cross membership'
drive is the first to report having
gone over the top. Mrs. Nina
Leach is chairman and their quota
had been set at $395.

Of This Story

Rummaging around among the , there wasn't a whole row of partI moth balls ln my private store- ! ridges, one behind the other, on
house of memories I turned up a that dead limb. 'Course you boys
know what’s cornin’. G. Whittale this morning which almost
tacker I says ter myself, here goes
caused me to blush. The happen for a regular massacree—and then
ings I write about in this paper, I heard a little noise behind me.
The members of Boy Scout
while not particularly Interesting,
Troop 202 of the Methodist Church
Naturally I glanced over my
at least have the merit of being shoulder and there I noticed a sil
and their dads will be honored at
the annual Father and Son ban
true, and I have never found it ver fox coming down the tote
quet on Monday, March 23. at 6.30
necessary to depart from the truth road. Then. By Jingo, if I didn't
p. m„ in the church vestry. The
in telling them This one, how see a big eight-pronged buck
event is being sponsored by the
ever, is different. My own part in browsing on some moss, say due
Troop Committee of the church, in
lt is true enough but it Is a hunt east from where I stood. Well,
The Women's Association of the conjunction with the Women's So
ing story and every one who has there I was with all kinds of game
few
First Baptist Church meets in the ciety of Christian Service which is
ever listened to one of those wind;, practically surrounding me, and
church parlor Wednesday at 2.30 serving the meal.
sagas knows that the merit of a ■ while I was hesitatin’ about which
p. m.
hunting story lies not in the truth ' I should shoot, I’ll be hornsThe Rockland Fire Department
of the tale, but in the telling of it i woggled if a canvasbacked duck
The three-act comedy Claudia, was called out Thursday night to
District Governor George Clements of Belfast, presents Rockport Lions King Lion Charles Hudson with
I heard it up in Limestone, years didn't light in the lake right in
which was presented recently in combat a grass fire on upper Ce the club’s charter. At the left ts Camden King Lion Leroy Morong who presented the gavel and bell he holds ago, in a setting that is right and I front of me."
Rockland under the sponsorship of dar street, which had crept too to the Rockport club. At the right is Larry Barnes, club organizer for Lions International.
proper for such taies, for Limex row oj appreciative grins ran
the McLain FTA, and directed by close to the garage of a nearby
The Kockport Lions Club received , the Rockport group, opened the i Approximately 100 persons were stone, when I was there, had never around the circle in front of the
Almon Cooper, will be staged ln residence. There was no damage. its charter at a banquet heldi meeting and introduced Deputy served a ham supper by the ladies
even heard of an air base and was stove as the old boy reached this
Thomaston in April under the Numerous other grass and brush
. District Governor Sherwood Arm-i of Mt. Pleasant Grange. Ladies of
easan ( strong> the toastmaster.
j club members were guests for the just another little sawmill and po- third act of his forest fish story,
auspices ot the Thomaston PTA. fires that could be seen in the late. Thursday evening a
The show dates will be announced afternoon were set after permis- j Grange In West Rockport. The | speaker of the evening was Mert, occasion which marked the official tato town in northern Aroostook j and the suspense was terrible.
fuL of river drivers, timber cruis- That duck ^de up
for
sion had been granted by Fire | charter was presented to President Gribbon of Augusta, a counselor of recognition of the group into Lionshortly.
ers, hunters and fishermen where me j figgered I might eee a pink
Chief Van E. Russell and, since j charies Hudson by District Gov- Lions International, who outlined i ism.
nearly everybody spoke a mixture ' elephant next and I said to myThere will be a meeting of the they were properly guarded, they
the principles of Lionism, charging i The Camden Lions Club pre- of French and English and were
ernor
of
Lions,
George
Clements
.■whafs better than a partLegion Convention Corporation at presented no hazard. Eesides, the
the club with upholding the stand- j sented the Rockport Club with an not very much concerned ln the , ri<jge stew? So I drew a bead on
the Legion Home Thursday night snow that started failing later In of Belfast.
ards of the Iinternational organiza-: official Lions’ beU and gavel with happenings of the outside world j them biddies in a row and let go—
at 7 o’clock.
Attending will be the evening put out whatever
President Leroy Morong of the tion. The invocation was given by ' Camden King Lion Leroy Morong
I pulled in there in one of the
“jumpin’ Jehosaphat, what an
State Commander Walter Leland sparks might have been remaining. Camden Lions Club, which fostered | uon Joe Brewster of Camden.
| making the presentation.
original surreys with a fringe on earthquake? Why I ain't there
and State President Mrs. Isabelle
top, and afer the proprietor of the . now decorating the foliage around
Moss of the Auxiliary.
Captain James Farrell of Owls
Lt. Commander Alfred Haynes,:
Robert Lindquist has been apone hotel had told me he could that frog pond I’ll never know,
Municipal
Court
Head has taken command of the
.
„ , ,
. . . . I pointed by Donald Kelsey, chair- former skipper of the Coast Guard
put me up lf I didn’t mind having Tbat old cannon blew up with a
Rockland Encampment I.O.OF. O Hara dragger
Polaris which is j
“
' , .
buoy tender Laurel at Rockiand/ At Thursday’s session of the peas mixed with the oats he would bang which was heard way over ln
will serve lunch at the close of to sail out of Rockiand. The craft man of the Legion convention, as
ls now in command of the cutter Rockiand Municipal Court, Re- feed my horse, I ate supper in a Edmundson, 14 miles away across
their regular meeting Wednesday, is a 97-foot converted World War registration chairman for the con
Evergreen which has been assigned corder Alfred M Strout disposed crowd of larrigans and mackinaws lhe st. John's river. It fired that
vention
to
be
held
here
June
19,
March 25.
2 minesweeper.
to the Ice Patrol operating out ol of the continued case against and went in to sit around the coal deer charge in my gun. and me
20 and 21.
Juusto Molalnen of Tenant's Har stove in the lobby. A bewhiskered wiUl it, aU over the vicinity and
Agentia, Newfoundland.
Pollce Chief Bernard C. Thomp
Captain Roy A. Jacobs has com
bor, who on Monday had been old timer had the floor and he !ny old horse Nelly, which I left
A public meeting to discuss the
son has been on the sick list for pleted his course of study at
Bowdoin L. Grafton of Thomas charged by the State Police with was a raconteur of parts, most of ,lp on the hill beside me, ain't
notice sent by the City of Rock
the best part of this week and Lowry Field, Denver, Colo.
His
been the same since There
went to Portland Wednesday for new assignment ls Tacoma, Wash., land to Owls Head officials rela ton has been appointed to mem drunken driving. On his plea of which I judged were loose, but I,
i Aas a trail of half eaten hay scatobservation and treatment of an where he and Mrs. Jacobs and son tive to discontinuance of fire pro bership on Selective Service Board guilty, the accused was fined $100 listened anyway
No.
7,
Knox
County.
and
costs
of
$5,
which
he
paid.
The old boy paused as I entered. tered over two acTes of virgln
arm conilition. Present prognosis Tommy will be located on April 1. tection If the town failed to pro
The charges were the outgrowth shifted one felt topped boot over
vide for its own fire fighting
ls that he will be back on the job
woodiand when I got to where I
Judy Sawyer., daughter of Mr. of an accident on Route 1, March the other, aimed at the open stove
Kendric L. Libby, former Rock equipment, will be held in the
Monday. In his absence, Captain
left her, and lissen:
Kenneth A. Jacobson acted as po land druggist, and for several Central School at 7 p. m„ Wed and Mrs. Dana Sawyer of 171 South 14. when Molainen's car collided door, and then continued, “As I
"That bullet went right into the
years past the owner of Libby's nesday, March 25. A special town Main street was rushed by car from vrtth one operated by Charles F. was sayin' ”—
lice chief.
end of that dead limb them part
meeting
will
follow
on
Monday,
Freeman
of
Rockland.
Knox
Hospital
to
Maine
General
Pharmacy in Camden, which he
I won’t try to set it all down be ridges was a sittin’ on, and split
Hospital Thursday evening. The
sold last summer, has been named March 30.
cause I got lost somewhere in the it right down to the tree trunk.
BORN
Police Officer John Rainfrette
child, a patient in Knox Hospital
first thicket of thorn plums he led Them partridges’ claws fell right
Johnson — At Knox Hospital, chairman of the board of select
Elon Crawford, the State Com approximately a month, was or of Camden preferred charges of us into, but it seemed that he had
March 20. to Mr and Mrs. Carl men in Camden.
into the crack and when the bullet
operating
a
motor
vehicle
so
as
to
dered
moved
by
her
physician.
Dr.
Johnson, a son.
mander of the Veterans of For
borrowed an old muzzle loader went on into the tree itself the
Newbert — At Knox Hospital,
Knox Lodge will hold a drill eign Wars, and his wife, president Oram Lawry Jr.. who said Friday endanger against Vernon Y. Leach
from someone and set out to de- crack in the branch snapped toMarch 20, to Mr and Mrs. Mer meeting Monday night in the ini
of the Ladies Auxiliary, will visit she was suffering from spinal men of Camden. On a plea of guilty, populate the forest primeval, then gether again and caught seven of
ton Newbert of Waldoboro, a son
tiatory
degree,
in
preparation
for
(Leach
was
fined
$10
and
costs
of
the local post of the Veterans of ingitis and mastoid. State Police
Frew—At Dover. N H„ March 17.
existing in those ports Before he ■ them biddies right by the toes and
to Mr. and Mrs. James Frew, for inspection to be held Monday Foreign Wars, March 24. This identified Maurice Raye of South . $4. These charges were also the
merly of Thomaston, a daughter— night, March 30, with Albert Mac visit is in conjunction with a mem- Thomaston as owner and driver i result of an accident in which the finally got home again, he had had i held them there squawking and
himself one heck of a time. He flappin.’ The old gun just dis
Patricia Ann.
Phail, Deputy Grand Master as bership drivewhich is in progress. ] of the car which sped the child ; accused man’s car struck a stone
led us over a hardwood ridge or appeared completely—disintegrat
Hannon—At Gould's Maternity
Ajoint meeting will be held at over the highway to the Portland wall on Bay View street, in Cam- two, through a couple of swamps,
Home. South Hope. March 16, to inspecting officer.
ed. so to speak—but it did consid
7.30 P. m. Refreshments will be hospital, where she was placed den, March 17.
Mr and Mrs. Vivian Hannon, Jr.
and had come out on the shores erable devastation on the way.
Major and Mrs. Emer E. Barde served. A district meeting will be
of Union, a son—Donald Robert.
under the care of Dr. Philip Good. |
of a lake back of the hills, before
of 23 Amesbury street have pur held March 29 at 2 p. m. District
I know you won’t believe it, but
Call Of Fish Hawks he even got started. There he that gun barrel wound up a long
MARRIED
chased the Toivo Suomela home at Commander Oliver Hamlin and
Fuller-Luce—At Rockland. March 5 Berkeley street and expect to
Labor's Big Share
The annual meeting of Fish paused to meditate on the land and Interesting career tied in a
12. Nathan Cobb Fuller and Miss occupy it shortly after the former members from every Post In Dis
Hawks
Club II of Portland will be scape he’d uncovered, and held double bow knot round that deer's
trict
10
which
includes
Friendship,
Barbara G. Luce, MD.. both of
back. The trigger guard took the
held
in
the Y.M.C.A. building in forth something like this:
■Rockland—by Rev Charles Mon owner's family moves to Portland Belfast,
Northport, Washington, Profit Accounts For Only
"Standing there with the morn head offen that duck just as
where
he
was
transferred
by
his
Portland
Saturday evening, Aprii
teith.
Rockland and other Posts will at
7'< Of Big Corporations’ 25. A committee consisting of ing mist Just risin’ over them blue pretty as a picture, the lock itself
employers, the Metropolitan Life tend.
DIED
Dollars
Maynard Young, Nellie Noyes, and waters, so still and lonesome like, gutted that fox and hung him on
Insurance Co.
Nassar—At Rockland. March 19.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Grace
Gibson, and others is com I got to meditatin’ some on the a tree, the recoil knocked me into
Public opinion samplings indi
Mi'S. Mazzera Nazzar. age 69 years
Whereas., the Divine Master hav
CARD OF THANKS
pleting arrangements. Efforts are frailities of human existence. Them the lake, my britches filled plumb
Requiem Mass Saturday (today),
We wish to extend our deep ing called to her reward our sister. cate that many of us believe cor j being made to secure an outstand- old dead trees on the edges of full of trout and a button busted
9 am. from St. Bernard's Church. heartfelt
thanks for the beautiful Mary Connolly, be it
porations earn far greater profits j ing speaker, and there will be that pond was something like me. off and shot a cinnamon bear on
Interment in St James’ Cemetery, flowers, many cards and other ex
Resolved that our charter be
Thomaston
They was bleached white by years the other side of the pond.” And
draped in her memory for a period than is actually the case—and that j other entertainment.
pressions
of
sympathy
shown
us
Chilles—At Portland. March 18. during our recent bereavement by of thirty days. Be it further
of storm and stress, and they was that, my friends and neighhbors is
the
stockholders
who
own
the
cori
For
reservations,
write
or
wire
William Chilles of Vinalhaven. Fu our many relatives, friends and
Reiolved that these resolutions
balder than I was. Soon the the honest truth so help me Anneral services Saturday (today) neighbors both in Maine and Mas be spread upon the records of Mt porations cut deep into the money any of the committee.
Heed the Call of the Fish Hawk. branches stickin’ up there would nanias.
at 2 p m from Headley Funeral sachusetts. Also for the many Pleasant Grange No. 185. a copy
Home. Vinalhaven Interment ln cards and gifts sent Herb during sent to the family of our sister that is taken in through sales or ,
fall and be forgotten just as I
That was the modest contribu
services.
Vinalhaven.
would be and it was kind of pitiful tion to the annals of something
his stay in Sturdy Memorial Hos and one to The Courier-Gazette for
Simmons—At Bremen. March 19, pital, Attleboro, they will always publication.
Actually, the largest share by far
like and so forth and so on. you , or other, that I heard right in the
Irving J Simmons of Bristol, age be remembered.
Committee On Resolutions —86 percent— of all the income of
81 years. 3 months, 1 dav Funeral
know how it is—Well sir, then I no- heart of the woodland and I’m setOladys Keller.
His wife. Bessie F Ames and his
our
corporations
goes
to
labor,
to
1
Sunday 1 p. m. from Flanders' Fu daughter. Etta Frances.
ticed somethin’?
_
j
n down for posterity because
Frances Tolman,
ByCaro1 Lano
35-lt
the men and women who work for
neral Home. Waldoboro. Rev Philip
Agatha Frye,
"Right
on
one
of
them
dead
auch
tales are getting fewer among
Women's Dc I Authority
Palmer officiating Interment at
35-lt them.
CARD OF THANKS
branches, pointing right towards
pines of Maine. Never mind if
Hillside Cemetery. Bremen.
Profit
is
one
of
the
small
items
Most drivers 1 .ve been on one
We wish to thank our relative*
Dyer—At Ash Point. March 19. and friends for the kindness ex
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
in the average corporation's bal end or the other of the plaintive me, was one of the fattest part- the pines of Maine are mostly sawFred C. Dyer, age 78 years, 1 tended during our son's, William
Whereas the Divine Master, hav ance sheet. In a typical year it plea, “Hey, can ycu give me a push rid'ges I ever seen to this day. Side dust now, and these old hunting
month. 17 days. Funeral services Jr.'s stay at the Thayer Hospital ing called to his reward our brother
so I can start my car?”
too, he was, and sleepin.' Now yarns are dying fast. They are
Sunday, 2 p. m. from Davis Fu in Waterville. We especially want Ernest Winslow, be lt
works out to less than seven cents
There is not a passenger car on you got to remember I had a ball1 true echoes of the times when there
neral Home. 558 Main 8t. Inter to thank Dr. Hill and Dr. Dennis
Resolved that our charter be ol each sales dollar. And not all the market today designed to push
ment in Ash Point Cemetery.
of Waterville, The Kiwanis Club of draped in hls memory for a period of the profit goes to the stock another one. There are several rea in that musket right on top of a were no soap operas to numb fac
sons why you should not feel like a half a hand of powder. I figgered ulties of our pioneer prevaricators,
Rockland, Dr Hodgkins, Nora and of thirty days. Be it further
holders in dividends. In most "heel” for refusing to be the
Resolved that these resolutions
Maurice Carroll, Neil Colburn.
the old girl might set me back a and no kid robs a bank or scalps
“pusher."
Grace Colburn, William Bragg. be spread upon the records of Mt. cases a substantial proportion of it
That Generations
bit when she went off, so I side grandma after listening to them.
1
—
You
can
ia
plowed
back
into
the
business,
to
Beatrice Wlddecombe, Paul and Pleasant Grange No 185, a copy
end up with stepped a bit to git some good
G. H. Reed.
Alice Graisbary. To all we sin sent to the family of our brother, build and Improve plants which
to Come may
serious and ex footin.’ When I did I seed a sec
and one to The Courier-Gazette for employ more labor, to create finan- ]
cerely give cur thanks.
pensive dam ond partridge right behind the
Remember
35-Foot Boat for sale. 91 hp.
Mr. and Mrs William Widde- publication.
age to the
Committee On Resolutions. cial reserves, and so on. In some i
combe.
35* lt
Gray
engine. In excellent condi
first
one.
I
craned
my
neck
a
drive-line
cases the bulk of the profit is used
Gladys Keller.
35-lt
parts, or un notch or two and I’ll be jiggered if tion. Tel. 217-M.
Frances Tolman,
/A'
in this fashion.
sightly scuff
Agatha Frye.
Finally, tliat part of corporation
ing to your
35-lt
bumper.
profits which does not reach the
OUR PERSONAL ATTENDANCE
2—You may
shareholders doesn’t become the
IN MEMORIAM
become jointly
on the family's needs is'
In loving memory of Addle Mc property of a mysterious and rather
Xo
liable
for
any
accident
caused by
Intosh McBrlne, who passed away ominous group of “big capitalists."
assured regardless of
the pushed car. In fact, many lo
March 21, 1952.
In late years the number of in calities have ordinances prohibit
the cost' of the service.
She bid no one a last farewell,
dividual shareholders in American ing pushing.
She said good-bye to none.
3 — Particularly in city traffic,
Her heart had ceased to beat
enterprise has been rapidly grow pushing can rarely be accom
Selling For a Fraction of
Before we knew she had gone
ing. Most of the shareholders to plished with any degree of safety
The flowers we lay upon her grave
since a speed up to 20 miles an hour
day
are
typical
American
men
and
May wither and decay
Their Original Price
to be achieved before the car
women—people with average jobs has
But the love for her
may start.
Who sleeps beneath
and moderate incomes. They put
4 — Proper pushing techniques
Will never fade away.
part of their savings in stocks in “ must vary according to the car’s
3 New Floor Furnaces, will heat 3 or 4
35*lt
Sister, Marywhich they have faith—just as sav construction and the cause of its
There are no simple rules,
room house, ideal for your camp or
ings are invested in bank accounts, distress.
and to adopt the wrong technique
insurance
policies,
government may either be useless or cause ad
cottage for that spring or fall chill.
m choosing a family monu
ditional damage.
bonds, or anything else of value.
ment, your choice is not
Priced below original cost—
$125.00 up
5—If the cause of the distress is
"Wall Street” isn’t so different
only for your lifetime, but
a
flooded
carburetor,
pushing
is
un

for generations to come. We can
from "Main Street" after all!
necessary. Advise the driver to
help you find lasting sausfaction
1 Forced Air Pipe Furnace, will heat
switch-on the ignition and hold his
through our wide selection of Rock
accelerator to the floorboard, with
of Ages family monuments. Each is
6 room house—
Priced $250.00
out pumping it. This should dissi
backed by a signed guarantee to
PUBLIC SUPPER
pate the excess gasoline and allow
you, your heirs, or your descendants.
(Baked Beans)
the car to start.
1 H. B. Smith, slightly used Hot Water
During All These Years We Have
SAT- MARCH 21—TONIGHT
There’s no need to leave a dis
5.00
to
6.30
or Steam Boiler (oil or coal)—OneFurnished Monuments of
tressed driver in the lurch, how
Offer him a lift to the nearest
G. A. R. Hall, Rockland ever.
QUALITY AND VALUE
third original cost—_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Priced $150.00
35’lt service station or garage—the only
Good By Comparison
p'aces properly equipped to help
WARREN
TEL 98
him.
AVAILABLE ON EASY CREDIT TERMS
PHONE THOMASTON 17 6
CAMDEN
TEL. 2151

SPRING CLEARANCE

ON HEATING UNITS

I

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 70 YEARS

Chester Brooks

BURPEE
Funeral Home

Ambulance Service
TELS. S9S—824-M
IIS-112 UMEBOCK ST.
ROCKLAND. MB.

Knox-Llncoln-Waldo Counties
3-S-tf
/gBffcyELXiL":
I

OF

a

srotArt

•» id ■■HO si ol lock

OH

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Main Office-Showroom, Thomaston
Manufacturing Plant, East Union
18-S-tf

NOTICE

COUSENS

JAMES S.
Hontlev-Hill Post, V. F. W„ will
Licensed Real Estate Broker
have joint meeting Tuesday, March
Business Opportunities
24 and Sunday, March 29 at 2 p.
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
m.
All members are urged to
17S MAVERICK ST.
TEL. 1538
attend.
35-36
35-U

CHARLES SHAW

PLUMBING AND HEATING
485 MAIN ST.

TEL. 1451

BOCKLAND, ME.
35-lt

Finders Keepers?
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WARREN

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING. BUYING. RENTING SERVICES

AlENA L. STARRETT

HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to excred three lines Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called, i. e.. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Correspondent
Telephone 48

STRAND THEATRE, SUNDAY AND MONDAY

AT KNOX THEATRE SUNDAY THROUGH WEDNESDAY

Not So With Railroads—
Property Clerks Return
Thousands Of Articles

Finders are not always keepers
George A Buck has been elected
chairman of Warren's five-man along the railroad lines of America.
board of selectmen. The boara is
That’s because lost-and-found
working on the matter of town
departments—which during 1953
manager selection.
Chester Wallace has been ap will handle approximately 40,000
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
pointed acting road commissioner: suitcases, at least three dozen
No classified ads will he accepted without the cash and no book
and will also have charge of the ] mink coats and several thousand
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
sanding
until a town manager is suits and overcoats-usually find their
ALL MCST BE PAID FOR
selected.
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
loser.
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
The VZhite Oak Orange Benefit
Marjorie Main and Percy Kilbride return to the screen in their
Railroad property clerks love their
Lino.
card party will be held tonight
popular Ma and Pa Kettle characterizations in Universal-International's
iSaturday! at the home of Mr work; but it's love's labor lost when
new comedy hit, "Ma and Pa Kettle On Vacation." Told against the
and Mrs. Benjamin Barbour.
colorful background of Paris, "Ma and Pa Kettle On Vacation" features
they contemplate the piles of um
REAL
ESTATE
Kav Collins and Bodil Miller.
FOR SALE
Harold Andreas of Hyannis. brellas. sets of false teeth, keys,
FARM of 115 acres for sale Mass., visited his mother, Mrs. crutches and even toupees which
LADY'S Wool Gabardine Rose
35’31 Minnie Andrews, at the home of
Suit for sale, size 12. like new $6. TEL. Washington 9-16.
Farmer Gets Less
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Watts, Mon remain unclaimed.
26 Holmes St. TEL 184-R. 35’lt
FOR SALE
WALDOBORO
People
even
forget
to
come
for
day.
Two seven-room Houses in
MOTOR for sale, five horse
Grower’s Share Of Dollar
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Teague, money, the rail claim.
MRS RENA CROWELL
Bathrooms and hot
power. single ohase. heavy duty. Rockland.
All Ashore for Catalina Island in the new Terhnirolor musical are
Correspondent
CLAIR MacLELLAN. Waterville water heat. Good locations.
Chester Wyllie. and Mrs. Alfred
Spent For Foods In U. S.
If it weren’t for the obscure and Mickey Rooney, Dirk Haymes, Peggy Ryan and Ray McDonald, who
Telephone 250
One
two-family
House
on Wyllie motored to Portland Wed
Maine
______
33'37
sometimes ludicrous items which make up the stellar cast in "Al! Ashore" which begins a two day engage
Shrinking By Year
Granite St New bathrooms, hot
GIRL'S Spring Suit for -ale water heat and hardwood flooring nesday afternoon, visiting Mrs. gather unwanted dust on property ment at the Strand Theatre on Sunday. “All Ashore” will continue
through
Monday
night
when
the
weekly
intermission
quiz
game
Honey
Size 10 TEL. 3C6-W._______ 33 37 Price $35C9.
Chester Wyllie, patient at the shelves, the 80 per cent returns to
Whenever food prices rise notice
Mrs. James Bains is passing a
Quiz will be played at 8.15.
Other two-family Houses for un Maine General Hospital there.
ably or the food dollar Just doesn't
few days ta Boston.
ROTO Speed Duplicator, two
passengers who forget everything but
Several from Mystic Rebekah their heads would be much higher.
Alcohol Torches. Baker Shot Gun, der $5000.
Mrs. Kenneth Weston, Mrs. Ste seem to go as far as it should the
by the Union Stations in Washing
WILLIAM T. DEAN Tel. 226
small Laundry' Stove for sale
Lodge, in addition to the tableaux
The
Eastern
Railroad
Presidents
35-lt
phen
Patrick. Mrs. Harold Perry consumers want to know why. The
ton
,
D.
C.
and
St.
Louis,
where
FRANK W. OOULD, Upper Moun
staff members, attended the Mon Conference, after a check of lost
first question ls "How much ls the
VINALHAVEN
have
returned
from Boston.
the monthly total will be 675 and
tain St.. Camden.
______34'36
FOR SALE
day night guest officers’ observance : and found departments ta the East,
Mr. and Mrs. Kervin L. Dey- farmer receiving of my food dol
MRS
EDWIN
MADDOX
South
Thomaston;
Cape
Cod
420
respectively.
TWO remarkable bargains—An
at Bethel Lodge, Union.
Correspondent
I finds that more articles are being
more and Mrs. Willis H. Crowell lar?"
Underwood portable Typewriter style house in spacious setting un
The biggest recorded find in recent
der elm trees overlooking the
Telephone 137
George England. Vermont assist
Lions Club's Plans
were ta Portland Thursday.
i lost these days, due to increased years was the bag containing $125,000
with case for sale; clean, fine con ocean; 30 acres land, more or less
ant Extension agricultural econ
dition and two modern Show 7 rooms, cellar, good floors Struc
Mr.
and
Mrs
Harold
Abbott
are
Plans for Boy Scout night AprU civilian and military traffic.
ta jewels which a woman left on her
Cases, heavy plate glass, chromi turally sound. Shed recently en 1st were made at the Wednesday
omist, points Wit that the the Bu
These range from snakes, snow seat when she detrained in New
Church night, last Wednesday spending a few days with Charles
um trim. Write "BARGAINS FOR larged for garage Newly wired for
reau of Agricultural Economics es
night meeting of the Warren shoes and zithers to babies, gas York. It was found by a porter evening was in charge of the Eliza Abbott ta West Newton, Mass.
QUICK SALE.” % The Courier- electricity. On black road.
Mr. and Mrs. Urban Borneman timates the farmers, in November.
masks. Jewels, war bonds, cash, a before the train reached Phila
Lions
Club,
held
at
White
Oak
Gazette.
33-35
Oamden Street: A very valuable
beth Hutchison Class, with Mrs. of South Portland have been visit 1952 were receiving 46 cents of the
piece of property. 2 complete Grange Hall, North Warren. Mem political petition containing 60.000 delphia.
LOBSTER FISHERMAN
consumers food dollar.
Carrie Bennett, leader. The fol ing relatives In town.
apartments, up and down, with bers of Troop 224 of Warren will signatures, artificial legs, glass eyes
Finders may not always be keepers
BOWS
'This is three cents less than the
lowing program was presented:
Senator Wilmot Dow and Mrs.
extra lot of land, barn-garage with be guests of the Lions Club at the and even kitchen sink (in Toronto).
for sale
but they are often rewarded. Most
E A. WOTTON. Tel. 1388-M after storage space overhead. This lo next meeting.
Railroad enterprise tn finding lost rewarding case occurred when a Hymn, congregation; prayer, Mrs. Dow and Mr. and Mrs Harold share they received in November,
6 p. m
33'36 cation is worth more than you will
B. F Podkowa was appointed a owners has won applause from police conductor received $2,000 for find W. S. Stackhouse; scripture read Oross attended the Legislative 1951. We find that this equals the
have to pay for both location and
post war low,” he adds.
SEA Scout Uniform, size IP for house. Structurally very sound. committee of one to look into and in Eastern cities. The technique ing $5,643 ln cash. Another one ing and poem, Nina Burgess; vocal Ball in Augusta.
The cost of marketing farm foods
Mr and Mrs. Richard S Cobb
solo. Betty Earle; reading, Cora
sale; also white evening Gown, size Hot water heat for downstairs apt. report regarding a Lions Club encompasses all current sleuthing
found
$500,
got
$1.
12. suitable for lodge work CALL 4 rooms, kitchen, bath downstairs: roadside sign here.
Peterson. Mrs. Cora Miles then and two sons of Mattapoisett, has risen about seven per cent dur
I aids, such as sales slips, indentificaAfter months of searching and
948-M___________________ 35'36 3 rooms, kitchen, bath up This is
A second public square dancing , tion marks, cleaning tags, pictures, checking, a fraternity pin was finally gave a most interesting talk on the Mass., have been house guests of ing 1952. Thus, the farmer’s share
an excellent location for tea room,
of the consumer's food dollar ta
MISCELLANEOUS Furniture for nursing home, or place of business. party, date to be announced, wUl prescription numbers and manufacinauguration, as Mrs. Miles was Mr. and Mrs Stanley T Cobb
returned to its puzzled owner. He
sale. TEL. Thomaston 43
33-35 Call for an appointment to see it. be sponsored by the Lions, at
Leslie Borneman of West Wal 1952 will be approximately 48 cents
an eye-witness on this eventful oc
' turing labels.
North Central: Five-room House, Glover Hall, with Mrs. Laura j The latter got one erstwhile had lost it 16 years before.
casion. She brought a vivid word doboro has been a guest of Mrs as an average for the year. The re
300 SAVAGE Rifle, for sale,
An absent-minded lady left two
maining 52 per cent will go for
model 99
CHARLES HENDER one min. from busline and stores. Munroe of Lincolnville the caller.
picture to the audience This was Annie Miller.
passenger
in
trouble.
A
mink
coat
suitcases at the head of a stairway
SON 19 Wadsworth St.. Thomas This house has been insoected and
Mrs. Doris Creamer has had for marketing charges.
followed
by
a
hymn,
and
the
meet

Committees
appointed
in
charge
was
found
bearing
a
tag,
"To
Lois
ton
______ 33'38 approved by Federal Housing Ass'n
in the LaSalle Street Station. After
ing closed with the benediction, a guest her mother, Mrs Kathleen i
for a sizable mortgage. Complete are, Fred Webel. refreshments; Al with love. From Georgie.” Through
Price Squeeze
three hours and thousands of cur
Venetian Blinds—Window- Shades cement cellar with hot air furnace. fred Wyllie. publicity; and Gordon
given by Rev. W S. Stackhouse. Lally.
the
manufacturer's
label,
the
rail

The fanner is being caught ta a
All Colors and Styles
ious glances from passersby. a rail
Large living room, small dining Reed, tickets.
Miss
Margaret
Ashworth
has
road involved learned the name of road employee gathered them up Refreshments and a social hour
price-cost squeeze with the possi
Free installation and estimates room, and kitchen downstairs; 2
gone to Westchester. Pa., where
Tel 939 UNITED HOME SUPPLY bedrooms and full bath up; plenty
the store which had sold the coat, and took them to the lost-and-found followed. Church night next week j
bility of marketing charges contin
Visit Thomaston Church
she
will
visit
her
niece.
Mrs.
Don

OO 579 Main St., city.______ 31tf of closet space. Owner just re
will be in charge of the Board of
uing the same or slightly higher ta
Members of the Baptist young and in turn, the name and address j office, where they were opened and
Christian Education with Edith ald Sewell.
1939 Buick Sedan for sale. Price decorated, ar.d finished floors people who
of
the
romantic
purchaser
of
the
'
found
to
contain,
among
the
usual
attended, Mondaj
The Teen Canteen will meet In 1953. There seems to be little or no
8136 Cash TEL 273-M.
33*35 downstairs. This house an excel
Grimes, chairman.
lent buy at $8000 Plenty of land night, a meeting of the Lincoli coat for Lois. Georgie's wife raised I feminine things, over $2,000 in cash.
the Municipal Building instead of chance for the farmer to receive a
A new club was organized Wed
SAVE money ln comfort with the ta back for garden: $2030 down, Association young people held at the roof when the garment was The owner was located before she
higher share of the consumer’s food
the Legion Hall Saturday night.
famous Burrowes Rustle&s Alumi and FHA mortgage for the balance.
dollar, explains England.
delivered to her. Her name was reached home. She had simply nesday evening as Shirley Davis
num Combination Storm Windows
Central: Eight-room House, new Thomaston, were Albert. Carolyn,
Church News
entertained a group of young
Thc consuming public today is
forgotten the bags
and Screens. Aluminum Combina heating and plumbing, new electric and Ronald Overlock, Faye and Patricia.
At the First Baptist Church the paying for higher quality diets,
The 37 member lines of the East
tion Doors For special price and hot water heater Newly-decorated Gail Chicoine, Marjorie and Leroy
Finders are keepers only when friends for an evening of fun and
After refreshments were guest speaker will be Rev. Edward more food per person and defin
terms, phone or see me in person. inside. Slate roof, 4 bedrooms and Cousins, Oeorge Lehto and Donna, ern Railroad Presidents Conference articles have been unclaimed for food.
bath up; 4 rooms down. This is Brenda, Sandra and Wayne Mit spend about $1,000,000 a year of
E T LONG
served, the group enjoyed a moon H Page, an Army Chaplain, re itely more marketing services.
90
days,
although
really
valuable
113 Camden St., Rockland. Tel. 1503 a most outstanding buy at $65C0
More dairy products, meat, poul
and
Gloria
Kenniston. their own money to return articles items call for an intensive search light hike, stopping to call on Mr. cently released from service.
27tf All-weather combination windows. chell.
try game, fish, eggs, fruits and veg
House priced for quick sale.
Transportation was furnished by worth approximately $2,000,000 to tor two years or more. However, and Mrs. Guy Johnson. Those en
Keep your Home warm in winter,
etables are being bought for each
South End. Pleasant St.: Sixtheir owners.
since most unclaimed possessions are joying the evening were Mary
cool In summer with Johns Man room House with complete foun Rev. and Mrs. Bruce Cummings
person in the country. Fewer grain
Jameson,
Lois
Roma,
Judy
Claytor,
Based
on
1952
figures,
a
little
and
Mrs
Waino
Lehto.
in the categories of false teeth, crut
ville Rock Wool Insulation. Cuts dation. Walls and sill in excellent
UNION
products, potatoes, and sweet pota
over 250.000 articles will be lost or ches, wigs and second-hand umbrel Betsy Kelwick and Shirley Davis.
fuel bills ln half.
condition. Asbestos shingles on
Mrs. Gammon Honored
MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD toes are being sold because of the
E. T. LONG.
forgotten by the traveling public in las, the finders usually lost Inter
roof ar.d walls Centrally located
Night Cappers
Correspondent
At the meeting of the Past the East during the coming year
Direct Factory Agent
change in consumer eating habits
near South Schcol. Cellar
No
est in their claims.
Telephone 10-24
Mrs. Helen Haskell was hostess
113 Camden St. Rockland Tel. 1503 furnace. This house priced very Grands and Past Noble Grands of
brought about through expanding
Railroad men. seeking a still to the Night Cappers on Wednes
27tf reasonably at $4200. First per Knox and Lincoln Counties, held The biggest haul is at Pennsylvania
Incomes and more universal knowl
Station
in
New
York,
where
last
EARLY cut good quality baled son to make deposit buys the house at the I.O.OF. Hall. Wednesday year's average was 2.100 lost or higher percentage of returns, would day evening. Lunch was served
Mrs Ruth Pease of Hope. Mrs edge of good nutrition, England
South
End,
Orange
St.:
Tenlike
the
public
to
know
that
most
Hav for sale. NEIL RUSSELL
and the evening passed with cards
night, the birthday of a member,
points out.
Tel 408
lltf room House. Upstairs 4 rooms, Mrs. Mildred Gammon of Warren, strayed items per month. Grand people are honest. Apparently too Honors went to Helen Haskell and Linnabel Sprowl of Appleton and
kitchen, and flush. Downstairs 5
Mrs
Angie
Merrill
were
recent
Central
Terminal,
also
in
Newmany losers assume the articles will Evelyn Kelwick, who was a special
1
ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
rooms, kitchen, full bath Hot air was marked.
A 6.30 p m. supper was served, fol
callers on Mrs. Euda Lenrond.
York, w as close behind in 1952 with not be turned ta to lost-and-found
Trap Stock., largest supply ta heating system, good cellar Choice
guest at the meeting of the club.
lowed by a short business meet
Maine INDEPENDENT LOBSTER of gas or electric hot water heater
Church News
Senior
Class
of
Union
High
1,500 a month.
departments.
OOMPANY. Rockland. Tel. 303.
Extension Association
Robert Blaschke of Boston, mis
School holds a food sale Saturday, ing. Mrs Doris Payson introduced
New copper tubing for plumbing.
Major Eastern stations and term
One
man
found
his
own
eye

129tf House can be bought right. Needs
sionary candidate to Africa under inals will average a monthly turn- glasses
Mrs Cleo Hopkins of Rockland who
The regular monthly meeting of (today) at Cunningham's store
though.
He
stormed
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette decorating inside.
the Sudan Interior Mission. wUl in of 6.500 lost articles this year. through various offices cf Cleve the Vinalhaven branch of the*
Bethel Rebekah Lodge meets showed slides of scenery taken on
To those people who are plan
ning to sell this spring we suggest speak Sunday night at the Baptist At just one Chicago depot, the land's Union Terminal, demanding Knox-Lincoln County Extension Monday. March 23 for a degree a trip through Canada and Aiaska.
TO LET
Seven Tree Grange regular meet
that you list with us now. We Church. He was a class mate ol LaSalle Street Station, the score will satisfaction. He was on his way to Association will be held on Mon practice.
have been moving lots of property Rev. Bruce P. Cummings at Oor be about 1.200 each month, but
Eighteen couples met at the ing Wednesday. March 25. Worthy
TWO and Three-room Apart and have a great many good pros
the president's office when he ran day. March 23 in the Union Church
ments to let. Small Single House, pects on our books for all kinds of don College. The Rev. Mr. Cum the average will be brought down into the terminal superintendent, vestry. Business meeting will be Methodist vestry Thursday eve Lecturer presents a program on
with electric refrigerator and property including cottage, farm mings will have for his Sunday
spring.
who assured him everything would held at 5 p. m, and supper at 6. ning for the March Kupples Klub
range. TEL. 226.
35-lt ahd residential.
morning sermon topic, “The Tri
be done to find the lost spectacles. Martha Rae, Esther Conway and
LOST
AND
FOUND
JAMES S COUSENS.
umph of the Cross "
UNFURN upstairs Apt to let
That wasn't enough for the pass Maysle Stone will be the hostesses,
Licensed Real Estate Broker
4 rooms and bath at Southend
Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
The pulpit at the Congregational
LARGE Yellow Stag Male Cat enger. He bellowed fiercely, snatch and thc speaker of the evening will
Tel. 1538 Church will have Dr. John Smith
TEL. 1306-M after 2 p. m
3.3-37 170 Maverick St.
lost. Answers to name of “Jerry."
(Answer in Next Issue)
be
Winifred
Ramsdell.
Home
Demj
35-lt
ed
oft
his
hat
and
waved
lt
in
the
ROOM to let in Bicknell Block,
Lowe as supply Sunday morning. Tel. 8-J or 1'102-M if found. 35-37
onstration Agent, whose subject j
601 Main St., Apt. 1. kitchen privi- .
superintendent
’
s
face.
He
stopped
BLACK short-haired female Dog
b
IO II
4
8
11
1
3
7
1
leges if desired TEL. 503-RK
Management
Sales
A bore is a man who talks about found. Owner CALL Thomaston abruptly when his glasses, which will be "Keeping Fit With Pro- ;
34-36 ! CHARLES E. BICKNELL. II
teins."
A
penny
sale
will
follow
35-lt had been pushed up across his
himself when you want to talk 81-2.
19
15
Ib
13
LARGE Front Room to let. well
REAL ESTATE BROKER
THIS Association has been no forehead, gently slipped down to the meeting.
about yourself.
heated: 100 UNION ST
34*36
tified in writing by the owner of his nose
lA
TELEPHONE 1574
1$
20
17
Night Hawks
HEATED and furnished single 509 MAIN ST.
pass book with accounts Nos. 5048
ROCKLAND. ME
and double rooms, also kitchenette
Mrs. Josephine Claytor was host
for seven shares and 8217 for
Rentals
Appraisals
WANTED
l'i
Experience proves that if you
il
Apt to let; 148 Broadway. TEL.
eighteen shares in this Association,
30-tf
ess to the Night Hawks on Wednes
leave
too
much
to
chance
you
won't
798-R or 8891.
28tf
WORLD War U Vet wants Job. that said pass book has been lost
day evening for their weekly getb IM
25 iT i 27
28 19
FIVE-Room downstairs Apt to
ON Rt. 1, ln Warren, a 7-room evenings in filling station, store and requests duplicate be issued. have a chance.
together of sewing and conversation.
let. TEL 213-M
Itf House writh bam att for sale; taxi or other Write "JOB.'' % ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILD
Jl
ii
3*
The Courier-Gazette
35'lt ING ASSOCIATION. M. E Mont
a „„„......
guaranteed
™ | There was a great deal of excite
Do you want ■>
FURNISHED and tjnfurn. Apts. 2-car gar . full bath, oil heat, l’r A
29-S-35 used car at the price you dream ment as the guests arrived, as the
SLATE Roofs repaired. Work gomery. Secretary.
to iet. Central and No. End loca- i land. Price right for quick sale.
ib 2.7
s 35
34
tions. Inquire 11 JAMES ST 119tf ALBERT C. MANK. Tel. Warren guaranteed. Free estimate. HOW
about? Wc have High Grade cars oil burner in Josephine's kitchen
ARD ELWFI L. Northport. Maine.
32-23
32*37
EGGS
&
CHICKS
had
ignited
and
was
out
of
con

* BANDING Machine and Pollaher
at lowest prices in town. Pontiac
J1)
Tel. Belfast 739-M1.
35*40
36
to let. Also a Wall Paper 8teamer
FOR SALE
Plymouth, Chevrolet. DeSoto and trol, but the situation was soon
SEE
US
FIRST
for
quality
Baby
MAN
wanted
to
work
ta
grocery
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
1—4-Room Cottage on Dix's
taken
care
of
by
the
efficient
fire

40 Hl <$1
45 4b
OO.. 440 Main St
Itf Island, furnished, gas refrigerator, and meat market. Year round Chicks. High Production crosses many others. Suit your price, suit |
work for right man
Knowledge and purebreds reproduced from vour pocketbook and 24 months to fighting of E. P. Walker Williams,
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts oil stove, $1600.
49
Mb
47
2— 6-room Shore front Colonia! of meat helpful, but not necessary. flocks direct from breeding source pay. Ask us about our amazing who had come prepared with hose,
to let on Willow St. TEL. 939 or
telling age, experience if Harco & Hall Black Sexlinks, Ralph '•Bargain Box" cars at amazingly axe and fire extinguisher. Soon
1219
lOltf House built in 1812 with original Write,
54
features, 3 fireplaces. 100 acres. 54 any. to BOX 10. % The Oourier- Hall strain R. I Reds, Golden
i5
50
things were quiet and the guests
5i 51 53
HEATED and unheated furnished mile sandy shore front, electricity, Gazette.
34-36 Sexlinks Maine U S. PuUorum low prices. Come and see for
could
enjoy
an
evening
of
relaxa

Clean.
U.
S.
Approved.
No
order
Apts to let. V F STUDLEY. 77 wa ter. $97.30
yourself- E G Winchenbaugh. 179
BOOKKEEPER wanted. Please
5e
Perk St
Tels 8060 or 1234
ttf
3— 4-room Home in Owl's Head apply by letter. STATE NEWS too large or too small. Prices and 8. Main St, City
34*35&*37 tion. Among those present were
literature
on
request.
BROADACRE
the
Smith
brothers,
Clem
and
Phil,
on paved road, lot of land, 100 ft. COMPANY. Rockland.
34-36 POULTRY FARM. Box, R, No.
bi bi
ti> •
59 b0
ft.. $660
and the collegiate trio, Frankie
MISCELLANEOUS by4—100Attractive
Answer to Previous Puzzle
Edgeoomb, Maine. Tet Wiscas
MEN WANTED
4-room Home, new
Gilchrist, Doe Arey and Al Bick
set 34-11
33-40
Clerks for steady work at
b<i
bb
b5
w
ly built, one acre land, garage,
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
H H CRIE & CO, Main street.
ford. Lunch was served by the
CLEMENTS RHODE ISLAND
Send flve questions. $1.00 stamped shade trees. $1500.
5— 6-room Farm House, 12 acres, Apply in person between 4 and REDS and Leghom-Red Crosses
hostess and pictures taken of the
70
b4
71
jvelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
5.30 p m
34-36 have exceptional vigor, high liv
members and guests.
evisor, 827 Broadway, Everett, salt water front, lovely view, barn,
$5000.
ability.
make
exceUent
profits
for
WAITRESS wanted at Copperlass. Full page reading enclosed
E. W COFFIN,
Kettle. limited number of guests general or commercial poultrymen.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
rompt renlv
153-S-tf Owl's Head,
For social items in The CourierTel. 561-W2 Three meals week days, two meals Maine-US
Approved. Puilorum
i20-President Royal
56-To put into speech
1-Large cask
Gazette. Phone 1044. City.
tf
FOR EXPECTANT
32-35 Sunday. Live in or out. MRS Clean. Prices reasonable Write
58- House addition
Academy (abbr.)
4-City highways
MOTHERS ONLY
FRENCH. Tel. 405-W.
34-36 CIJ7MENTS CHICKS. INC, Route
59- One who marks with 23-Accusations
10- Stiteh
FOR SALE
If you guess exact day of arrival,
33.
Winterport.
Maine.
(3)
a
hot
iron
^-Portuguese
coin
13Anger
Thomaston. B Dunn St, Small
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for two
ou will receive free a baby auto
161-One of the British
26-H gh priest (Bible)
14- Digit
BABY Chicks, $17 per hundred.
House,
att.
gar
.
bath
1st
floor;
ladies
ta
country
Pleasant
home
set Register now at MEREDITH
Islet
28-Evcr (contr.)
15-Oppoeite of haw
stoker, lot 94x165. 4 bedrooms. with modem conveniences. TEL Started pullets, one week old, at
URNITURE OO, Rookland.
65- Army Ordnance
23-Forsakee
16- A vegetable
34-36 day old price, while they last. WIL
6tf $7000 Write S. A. LAVENDER, Tenant's Harbor 55-4.
Department (abbr.) |32-The science of
17- Public placet for
MOT DOW HATCHERY. Waldo
Houlton, Maine.
25-36
USHERS wanted, for part time boro. Tel. 91-2.
66- Half ems
athletic contests
selling
SINGER Sewing Mfg Co. Sales
29-40
67Smali
bed
work
Must
be
16
years
old.
Apply
35- Obaerved
19-Making
a
breach
in
Service and Repair Write or Call
BLACK sex-link Pullet Chicks
68- Plaything
36Auto
fuei
In
Person
only.
MANAGER.
21Wild
(Scot.)
258 Water St, Augusta. Tel. 3770 or i FURNISHED COTTAGES
j3/-Comparative auffix
69- Buatle
22- Quick in thought
Strand Theatre.
34-36 for sale; bred for high egg produc
Rockland Rep, John C. Benson, |
tion and resistance to leukosis. We
38-Mihtary title (abbr.)
70- Reexaminee
MAINE ESTATE
23- Wept
376 Broadway. Rockland. TEL.
ALl'eacATIONS and Repair Work also have the Silver-Cross ROKES
71- Sooner than
41- A grain
SAFETY HARBOR. FLORIDA
25-Prefix. From
836-W
____________ 144-tf
done
at
the
Mend-It
8hop.
102
POULTRY FARM, Cobb Road
42- Would-be braveness
Close to SL Petersburg, Clear
27-Roofed with rock
Produced Promptly
Union
St.,
Grove
SL
entranoe.
Tel.
SHCOND-Hsnd Furniture bought
Camden.
Me.
Tel.
2261
13tf
VERTICAL
43- Comb.mng form.
water and Tampa.
30-Tilts, as a ship
on our
1680. EVA AMPS
32*37
and sold. TeL 1374-W
O W
Outside
11Note
in
Guido's
scale
Wrtto for Information dreniar
SEX-Link Chickens from Pui
44-Charm
8TWAU._______________ 107tf
on, burners, cleaned THE FIX- lorum Clean U. 8. Approved stock
1-Spirit
3$-The sheltered aide
139-tf
Automatic
Press
2- A constellation
45- A bishop
IT SHOP, 138 Camden St. Tel. for sale
34- Ventilatee
The same fine chicks
WkXXVbXX\Y\Y\\\\X\\XXXYYVXXY
No Job Too Big
3- A dog
46- Ass ist
1091-W
IStf you have had for over ten years.
35-Gigglers
4- Horsea
49-Sail ropes
38- Milk (Latin)
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
Come Io and Watch It Work
IRON. Steel, Metal. Rags snd Straight run 1654c; pullets 31c.
5- Small child
51- Weight measure
39- Propeller
A Bonded Service Representative
Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR DUTCH NECK HATCHERY. Mel
6Homee
52- Large tea-duck
40- lntermediariea
Will Re In Rorkland and Vicinity
RUBBER STAMPS DON * SON, 6 Leland St, Tel ville Davis. Tel. 122-23 Waldobere
7- lncites
51-View
44-B
om
Mondav. March 23 thru
123-W.
98tf
lOtf
•-Sets of workers
57-Formerly (Poet)
47- Corn-epike
ANY SIZE
Frldav. Marrh 27
SEX-Link Chicks for sale Maine
9-Part of a flower
DON'T discard your old or
Job Printing Department
48- Science (abbr.)
59-Sheep ery
A FEW ALMOST NEW
On Order al
10- Sallva
antique furniture. Call. H. JOHN U S Approved Fullorum clean,
49- A small spar
RICHARD P. LUFKIN, Supt.
ex measure
MACHINES — $35. Each
11- Even (contr.)
NEWMAN for restoring and re- high egg producing stock, very low ■
50- Affirmt
PHONE rt,
ROCKLAND. ME.
TELEPHONE 395-M
THE COURIER-GAZETTE finishing;
12- Oecillate
63-And not
64-Tlll tale (abbr.)
48 Masonic Bt. Tel. mortality BYRON MXLL8. Wa!- '
100-aw-tf
36-37
«tf I
Itf doboro, Tel. #l-«.
xxxxxxxv
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Benson Replaced

JOHNSTON ON BLUEBERRIES

Secretary Of Agriculture Is
Sending His Assistant To
Michigan Researcher To Be Speaker At
Farm and Home Week
Growers' Meeting In Orono April 2
J. Earl Coke, assistant secretary

Turkey Talk Due
-

THE COUNTY AGENT'S CORNER

Farm and Home Feature To
Present Massachusetts i i
Dear Farmer:
Specialists April 1

in a good strong condition, there
is hope yet. If the ladino was al
lowed to seed itself down at least
once during the summer (by let
ting the plant come into full
bloom by which time the clover
blossoms will have gone to seed)
one would expect enough re-seed
ing to correct any winter killing
problem. Some men may wish to
re-seed part or all of their acre
age this spring with a pound of
Ladino per acre seeded in the late
frosts. Usually, we would add.
"last snows," but that doesn’t
seem logical this year.
I think we might sum this up
by saying that we should do all
we can to strengthen plans before
they go into the winter, mulch and
otherwise take care of them be
fore winter; and we will have at
least done our part to help them
come through for a good start ln
the spring.
Sincerely,
Gilbert Jaeger,
County Agent.

The more we see of this winter
Orono, March 17—Maine's huskyhas replaced Secretary of Agri
infant turkey industry will have a with its lack of a snow cover, the
culture of the United States,
full day's program during Farm more we realize the necessity for
Ezra Taft Benson as the fea- j When a man from Michigan [ Station, will speak on the same
and Home Week at the University making sure that our crops go into
tured speaker at Farm and Home comes to Maine to give lectures! program. Struchtemeyer’s subject
of Maine Turkey Day will be Wed the winter in good shape.
There are numerous factors en ers. Before the system was well
jjeek at the University of Maine. fthout blueberries, it seems like ' will be irrigation for Maine bluenesday, April 1, states Herbert A. - Our small fruits such as rasp
March 30 to April 2.
j carrying coals to Newcastle. Yet, I berries. There is much interest ln tering into the sale of poultry organized, it paid every raiRer to Leonard, Orono, chairman of the; berries or strawberries want to be
watch
the
weighing
of
his
birds
Coke will give an address during, that’s Just what Stanley Johnston J this subject at the present time meat that can mean a difference
Farm and Home Week Committee. well mulched. I called on one
the program honoring outstanding' *'hl do on the blueberry growers because of the dry season and j
do!larg and cents t0 tne pro- very closely. Many a buyer was
Three well-known poultry autho strawberry grower recently who
driven from a farm yard when he
farmers and homemakers at 7.30 program at Farm and Home Week. small crop last year. Hilborn's
rities from Massachusetts will have had mulched his strawberries, but,
ducers,
even
though
the
market
is
was
discovered
setting
the
scales
p. m., on Tuesday, March 31. Johnston is professor of research subject will be blueberry diseases,
prominent places on the turkey- unfortunately, he had only used
Prank W. Hussey, ot Presque Isle, at Michigan State College, South on which he is an authority. C.' stab'e at the time the sale is off balance or trying some other program. They are William C. about a half inch of well scattered
newly named president of the Na Haven, Michigan, and has done Wilder Smith of Cutler, chairman made. The smarter operators start trick Nowadays, we are able to Monahan of Framingham, Mass., marsh hay. Certainly, this was not
tional Council of Parmer Co-oper noteworthy research with the type of the Blueberry Tax Committee, j checking the market well in ad- dcal wlth numerous reliable firms who will open the program at the enough for one could easily see the
that
in tfle area’ Tbere are stii' a fcw morning session with an address crown of the plant peeping out
atives, will also speak on that pro of blueberries that are grown in will preside at these sessions, which
will be held ln Cdburn Hall.
'
.
g •.
.
'
itinerant buyers who travel about.
Maine.
gram.
between the stems of the hay. I
Many of the growers who come have a g00d ldea 01 the trends “ The>' a*e generally one trip artists on growing young turkeys. Mona
U. S. Representative Clifford Mc
Johnston will speak twice on the
han was the flrst poultry specialist would expect this man to have
as the current prices for both who come out of "Boston or another
Intire, of Perham, will speak at blueberry growers program, Thurs for the blueberry* progra-m will refor the Maine Extension Service, trouble with winter Injury.
and dressed birds.
(big city intending to make all
1.30 Tuesday afternoon of Farm day afternoon, April 2. His sub main for the traditional banquet |
and is well known to Maine
For those of us with fruit trees
dance Thursday evening.! A man wi,h a sood flock has no their profit in one trip. Most
and Home Week. About 200 out jects will be blueberry management and
poultrymen.
a
late application of nitrogen
standing speakers will address in Michigan and blueberry re Speakers at the banquet will be; trouble at all with the disposal poultrymen now refuse to deal
John H. Vondell speaks in the would send these trees into the
Arthur
L.
Deering,
dean
of
agricul1
of
hla
blrds
«
n
a
rUln
«
or
a
»
table
with
strangers.
more than 5000 people attending search in Michigan.
—
afternoon on preparing turkeys winter In a “soft” condition.
the big agricultural and homemak-j Roland A. Struchtemeyer and ture,
toastmaster;
Arthur
A.' market, but if the market i* fall
I recall one instance where one for market. Vondell is connected
Dairy, beef, and even poultrying event of the year. Everyone's Merle T. Hilborn, both of the i Hauck, president of the University ln= the buyers are not nearly as of these foreign buyers offered a with the poultry department of the
men. using a ladine pasture or
eager
A
falling
market
and
an
of
Maine;
Burton
M.
Cross.
Gov

(Vvelcome.
Maine
Agricultural Experiment
farmer a better price but when University of Massachusetts.
range, may find trouble. However,
ernor of Maine; and Judge Harold inferior flock make a combination the buyer started to load he began
The other Massachusetts man is if this crop went into the winter
C. Kessinger of Ridgewood. N. J. that can be disasterous for the picking the biggest and best birds. J. Robert Smyth, Jr., also of the
Kessinger spoke at the banquet producer.
When he was questioned, he said University of Massachusetts. He
I
remember one particular in that he would be back the next
four years ego and his down-toTHE GRANGE CORNER
speaks twice: first on the manageNew Bulletin
M. B. C. Meeting
earth philosophy and deadpan wit stance when I came to sale time day and pick up the smaller birds. ment of the turkey breeding flock
NEWS OF THE GRANGER IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
with a flock of sex-link cockerels. Needless to say the farmer
captivated the audience.
told and again on artificial insemlnaThe market had been dropping h)m w un;aad &;l birdg hg
Director, Bull Committee “Profits From the Laying
had i tion of turkeys.
steadily to my consternation. If crated and move on.
Acorn Grange
green with green candles
Members Re-elected At
Flock” Authored By U. of
Turkey growers attending the
Dairy Problem
I had had white birds. I could
Guests of honor were Frances
There were visitors from Owl's
North Nobleboro
M.’s Frank Reed
The poultry business in Maine is sessions will also hear a panel of
have sold at 24 cents a pound, but
Head and Weymouth at the meet Murray. Nellie Boyles, Clarence
now large enough to employ a full prom'nent Maine people in the
The Waldoboro Unit meeting of
"Profits from the Laying Flock"
Dwyer, Claude Wiley and David Declining Butterfat Demand the buyer who gave me the price time man to keep check on the va turkey Industry discuss marketing
ing of Wednesday evening.
was not interested in buying. Five
the Maine Breeding Co-operattve is the title of a new bulletin of the
May Indicate New Man
Movies were shown by Mrs Ervlne. Nellie Boyles put on an
rious selling problems. We need a problems, which are among the
days later I was offered 21 cents
was held at the North Nobleboro
Impromptu program at the table
Agricultural Extension Service of
Jeanette Orff.
ner Of Pricing Product
poultry Information bureau where growing pains of the new Industry.
but I was told I would have to
Community Hall Tuesday with Di
ln
the
form
of
a
quiz
on
snakes
ln
The ladies' degree team will be
we can get accurate prices, the Chairman of the panel will be
the University of Maine. Frank
The steady decline tn demand hold the birds for another week names of reliable buyers, and Clifford R. Eckstrom, marketing rector Herbert Hawes of Union
at Warren Grange Tuesday eve honor of St. Patrick's Day.
D Reed. Extension poultry speciaas
the
plant
was
fullup.
Fortun

presiding.
Acting on the premise that there fcr butterfat Is the most serious
other Information relating to our economist for the Maine Extension
ning to work the Third and Fourth
ately I did not sell and the next
J. George Blrkett, Nobleboro, ist, is the author.
problem
facing
dairy
farmers
to

is
no
time
like
the
present,
it
was
Others are Earl
Degrees
industry. Perhaps the poultry auc Service, Orono.
day. W. A. Wentworth, chairman day moved the birds for 22 1-2 tion is the answer. It is at least Ingalls of Unity, president, Maine was elected to a new bull commit
Free copies of Maine Extension
t There will be no social Wednes decided not to defer Booster Night cf
cents.
I
was
lucky
in
the
fact
tee formed for milking Shorthorns Bulletin 427, "Profits from the
the executive committee of the
but
to
have
it
on
the
21st.
Mem

worth a thorough study. Every Turkey Growers Association; Frank
day of next week.
bers are to invite their families National Dairy Council, Chicago, that this plant needed the birds producer should get every penny Smith and Arnold Davis of Presque Director Herbert Hawes; bull com Laying Flock," may be obtained
Penobscot View Grange
to
keep
operating
that
day
at
full
mittee members. Herbert Spear,
declared
at
the
third
annual
and friends to attend an open ses
due him.
He certainly takes Isle; and Mrs. Catherine Vigue of
Waldoboro; Schuyler Haw-es. Union, from county Extension offices or
The First and Second Degrees sion with us. We expect to have meeting of the New England Dairy j capacity,
enough chance in raising the' Pittsfield. The Turkey Growers Asand Clifton Walker, Wiscasset, by writing the Agricultural Exten
But one can run into trouble
were conferred on Robert Oxton some from of entertainment and and Food Council ln Boston. Dur
taking another I so laticn will hold a special meetbirds
without
were re-elected.
sion Service, University of Maine,
it should be a happy time for ing the past 10 years, he said, the with the popular breeds lf the chance in getting the top price. | ing in the afternoon.
during the meeting this week
Reports were heard from the Orono.
per capita consumption of butter birds happen to get a disease that
Deputy Robert Murray ar.d everyone.
bull committee members of the
fat has dropped 15 per cent, or keeps them from breasting up pro
Juvenile Deputy Mrs. Murray made
“The right stock, the right feed,
werk done last year. Herbert Spear
from 33 pounds per year to 28 perly.
an Inspection visit during the eve
the
right care, and the right kind
4-H Club Rally
noted
the
general
excellence
of
the
Those who wait to hit the very
pounds. At the same time, the use
ning.
present Jersey bulls and said that of business management make up
top
of
the
market
sometimes
wait
of
skim
milk
has
shown
a
striking
During the program. Mrs Helen
although several bulls were consid the formula for profits from the
Gregory gave the poem "Our Simonton Community Hall gain. Wentworth pointed out. In too long and it often seems to
laying flock," says Reed in open
1952, the Increase amounted to happen that the higher the price, Things To Look For In Buying That Easter ered through the year, none were
Scene Of Knox-Lincoln
Country." Also giving a poem was
bought. Schuyler Hawes spoke of ing the 24-page, illustrated bulle
the sharper the drop. Ten thou
nine
per
cent
over
the
year
be

Sister Clark, with the closing
Affair On Saturday
the high record of the Posch bull tin.
sand pounds of poultry meat Is a
fore.
thought being given by Mrs. Grot
Outfit
Which
Will
Pay
Off
Reed points out that presentand the records being shown by
In attacking the problem. Went relatively small lot, but a drop of
John Annis, Jr., secretary of the
ton. The lecturer's march was won
day standards of efficiency call for
the other bulls.
ln- I a cent means $100
worth
warned
that
the
dairy
Simonton
Ayrshire
Dairy
Club
re

by Janet Cummings.
Co-operative
Manager
Paul about 2000 layers per man. Under
Two buyers came to look at my
ports a good time had at the com dustry faces a real Job of selling
stay in place. A fastening at the Brown discussed the work of the average profit conditions, the poulDear Homemakers.
W
Warren Grange
munity building Saturday night butterfat against other forms of birds recently. The flrst one said
With Easter Just around the half Inch below normal waist to co-operative and
Its
financial tryman must meet or exceed thi*
St. Patrick was the theme of the when different clubs came to the fats and oils. He cited the need his price was 28 cents but he
waistline prevents unsightly gap standing and of factors In dairy I standard if he is to obtain a satis
lecturer's program. March 17. with 4-H rally put on with their club for more nutritional Information could not guarantee the price as corner, manj- of you are probably
to justify the higher cost of the j he had already bought enough for planning to purchase a new outfit ping of closely fitted or seml-fltted ing needed beside breeding to ob factory living from poultry as his
the following numbers;
as host.
garments.
tain the most milk produced at sole source of income.
Song, "When You and I Were
A program of songs, piano solos dairy farmer’s product. A start, the next five days. The second for the occasion.
Hem: Ooat, Jacket and skirt the cheapest possible cost.
I The Extension poultry specialist
Young Maggie; reading by Virginia and cheers was enjoyed. John he said, has already been made In I buyer's offer was half a cent less, i How well that spring suit or coat
hems should be an even distance
explains that a poultryman raising
Extension
Dairyman
Ralph
Cor

Davis and "Life Of St. Patrick." by says “Our actor Ralph Miller put this direction by the National I sold and the birds moved out r,.s js very important in making a
from the floor all around.
bett titled his talk '"When the laying birds will have an invest
the lecturer.
While the gOod buy. Even lf the style, fabric,
on a good act “It’s tn the Book" Dairy Council's research projects the next morn.ng.
Ham and Apple Burger
Birds Come Home to Roost" and ment of an average of $3562 per
St Patrick's First Cathedral," with Martha Frye as pianist.
which are being conducted at va trucks were there the first buyer i cojor and price are right for you,
(Serves Six)
birds for laying houses,
in K, discussed the proving of the ) 1000
Lucy Stimpson. The Green Con
The movies “Share the Fun rious universities throughout the called up and said that he could it pays to think twice before inSix thin slices of cooked ham, various bulls and how care must brooder house, and equipment. In
pay the 28 cents and moved my vesting ln a garment that doesn't
test was won by Doris Jenkins, and Breakfast” and "Coastal Maine" country
6 slices buttered bread, 12 slices
addition, at least five acres of
Wentworth likewise pointed to a birds tliat afternoon. So I lost fit well. This Is because fit has apple 1-2 inch thick, 6 slices be exercised to keep bulls from the
a piano solo given by Raymond were shown by C. Herbert Annis.
land suitable for chicken range
best
families,
and
with
good
po

Jenkins, followed by a skit. "She
Sandwiches, cakes and cookies substantial decrease in the amount $75.
much to do with how well the cheese.
per 1000 birds Is desirable.
tentials
until
all
the
proving
is
in.
Practically
all
sales
are
verbal
of
sweet
cream
used
last
year.
In
garment
wears
and
how
comfort

doesn't” by Russell and Albert were scried with hot cocoa after
Arrange bread on broiler rack.
Among the topics covered are
County
Agent
Gil
Jaeger
dis

agreements,
even
though
they
may
federally regulated markets, this
able It is, in addition to Its ap Place ham slices on the bread,
the program.
Overlock.
the commercial poultry farm, side
cussed
a
few
factors
in
keeping
Very pearance.
Margaret Stevens, assistant state loss came to more than twro mil involve $10,000 or more.
Tlie report of the community
then two slices of apple on top of
line and farm flocks, specialized
If alterations must be made, the ham, then a slice of cheese to Ladino. Then, he showed the im ' types of poultry farms, when you
service committee was accepted 4-H Club leader from Orono, was lion pounds. The use of low fat rarely do you hear of either buyer
provement
ln
seven
cow
families,
If consider whether they will change
and the go ahead signal given a special guest and commented on frozen desserts have also shown or producer breaking faith
cover all.
Broil until cheese Is from herds in the county that have buy baby chicks, the brooding per
t)jem on several projects suggested prizes and awards to be won in an astonishing gain ln the past there is an instance of a broken the line or style and make the melted and sandwich is hot. Serve
been using artificial breeding. iod, brooder house equipment,
agreement,
the
news
quickly
decade,
he
said.
To
Illustrate
this,
garment less attractive and be at once.
,*The
following
have
been national contests.
Some
of the families showed three management on range, feeding the
coming. If you plan to do the re
Mrs. Loana 8. Shibles, Knox- he disclosed that the percentage of spreads.
appointed to serve for one month
Sincerely,
generations
improvement to date. growing flock, housing and equip
It is well to shop around a little fitting, be sure you have the skill
as a committee to raise money for Lincoln County 4-H Club Agent low fat frozen desserts sold has
Winifred Ramsdell.
ment for layers, feeding the laying
as
there
have
been
Instances
where
more
than
doubled
since
IMO.
for doing a professional job. If
a Grange Improvement Fund: was surprised with a gift of a pin
Home Demonstration Agent.
flock, lights for the layers, some
Harold Pease. Charles Pease. Jane and earring set. John says "Mrs. Fluid milk sales ln 1962 remained flocks have been sold for a cent or the shop or a tailor or dressmaker
sugestions on management, con
4-H
Doings
more under the market when the is to do lt, consider the added
about the same as ln 1951.
Pendleton. Evelyn Kcnniston and Shibles looked pleased."
trolling diseases, the care and
The speaker then went on to say buyer has felt sure that the pro cost, and make sure It will be done
4-H Clubs attending were WaDonald Kcnniston.
handling of eggs, and efficiency
Square
Dancing
Feature
Of
ducer had not checked. There is welt
Soil Conservation
Warren Orange will visit Meen- wenock 4-H Club o( Walpole with that the loss of butterfat markets
standards or goals.
Meeting In Thomaston
nothing illegal about such a trans
Try walking, sitting, and moving
ahga Grange of Waidobdro Mon the leader. Mrs Eugenie Wood poses a real problem for the dairy
By Roy Gross, Soil Conserva
Industry. Any attempts to solve action but it is not exactly cricket, the arms when trying on a suit or
ward
and
assistant
leader,
Mrs.
day evening and will furnish two
and the girls worked on scrap
tion Service, Waldoboro
Thomaston
It is time that the producers coat. Sitting or walking are especi
lt, he said, must take into consid
numbers on the Neighbors' Night Mank; Coggan's Hill 4-H Club of
Cheerful Homemakers enjoyed books to be presented to Knox
Union with leaders. Mr Burns and eration the fact that butterfat is built up an organization to keep ally Important ln trying this
County Hospital.
program.
The District Supervisors held an evening of square dancing with
a factor ln pricing milk. Went track of prices. In some sections | spring's slim skirts. The skirt may
Aoom Grange of Cushing will Mrs. Bums; Alford's Lake 4-H
the
famous
singing
square
dance
Hope
Club of Hope with leader, Mrs. worth raised the question of poultry is sold at auction and the look well when standing but may their monthly meeting March 2
visit Tuesday. March 24. with their
President Edward Jacobs presid
RaI Thurston, chairman reports caller, Rod Llnnell, at the Wey
whether a new pricing method reports are that lt works very well. not flt comfortably ln action.
Lura Norwood.
Ladles’ Degree Team. Initiating
Here are 10 points to check for that plans for the making of a film mouth Orange Hall last Friday ed over the second meeting of the
Hopeful Homemakers of Hope might be found, and whether cows Each member of the auction re
a class of candidates.
night.
Alford'6 Lake 4-H Club held at the
with leader, Mrs. Ellen Ludwig; should be bred to produce milk ports to the central bureau when a good flt ln coats and suits: Col- on a01' conservation in Knox and
The Weymouth Orange assisted home of Mrs. Jacobs last Friday.
Ocean View
the South End 4-H Club of Rock- with lower butterfat content. He he is ready to sell his flock and lar: Sets smoothly to neck, fitting, Lincoln Counties is progressing
The buyers close at back and sides. Collar v«ry well. Ray expects that some the 4-H Club in putting on this Edith Jacob is a new member, tak
H
By Nellie M. Ervtne
land with leader. Mrs. Hazel Kava- j spoke at the luncheon meeting of buyers are notified.
good time for the young folks ln ing sewing. The next meeting will
At our meeting on March 18. we naugh; Junior Sunshine Girls of the Dairy Council which was at inspect the flocks and submit their edge lies against coat, never rip of the shots will be taken ln the
be at Joan Campbell's the latter
chose the committee for the com Simonton's Corner, led by Mrs. tended by 70 dairy experts and bids to the bureau and a flock is ples or turns up. Turnover col very near future. The film will Thomaston.
part of this month.
probably
be
made
over
a
period
ln
Union
munity sendee contest: Nellie Elizabeth Simonton; the Helpful health leaders.
sold to the top bidder. The only lars turn far enough to cover the
which all phases of soil conserva
Francis Brown, secretary ofOogBoyles, Gladys Chadwick, Fred Homemakers of Thomaston wtth
At an earlier session, directors way this method would miss out seam at the back of the neck.
Have you a youngster too young
Chest: Smooth, with no wrinkles. tion work may be Included. The gan's Hill 4-H Club reports a good
Hooper, Clarence Dwyer. Claude Mrs. Lorraine Seekins
favored a continuation of the edu would be through collusion among
to write but who Just lovee to
film
will
be
used
for
educational
meeting
Tuesday.
The
next
meet

Wiley and John Lantz, Jr.
Cheerful Homemakers of Thom cational program in the Greater the buyers and a poor raiser Crosswise yarns of the fabric run
purposes at
schools, meetings, ing will be at the home of the scribble? Keep him happy at Uttle
parallel to the floor.
Members engaged ln a fishing aston with Mrs Aaron Clark: Jef Boston market to Increase milk might not get any bids.
cost by getting * package of news
leader. John Bums on Tuesday,
Of course, the Important thing
Shoulders: Smooth. Width de club* etc.
game-, contest during lecturer's fersonian Farmers and their lead sales. At the conclusion of the
print at The Courier-Gazette far
Our
requests
for
technical
assist

March
24.
Tractor
books
will
be
hour and top prizes were won by er, Frank Flagg; Marleta Erickson meeting, the following officers is to raise a top grade flock. That pends on current fashions. This
1*50
ance
with
the
construction
of
farm
given out that day and plans made 15 cents.
Ernestine Benner and Claude was present from the Singing Sew were re-elected for the coming puts the raiser in the driver's seat spring shoulders are narrower than
The top of the ponds is very high this year. We for Tractor Driving Contests.
Wiley: Nellie Boyles and Oeorge ing 4-H Club in West Rockport year: President. Dr. Thomas G. and he is foolish not to check his in many years.
TRANSCONTINENTAL INS. CO.
Harlow
took
the
consolation while Stanley Hunt represented Stitts. Hood Co; vice president. prices carefully. The man who armhole comes Just over the turn have on hand approximately HO
New York, N. Y.
Appleton
requests.
On
some,
the
site
may
not
ASSETS, DEC 31. 1952
awards.
the Camden-Rockport Chamber of W. P. Davis. New England Milk habitually raises good birds can of the shoulder, except in the
Appleton
Boosters
met
at
Selma
Bonds,
$5.10130234
This was also Birthday Night Commerce Sheep Club.
Producers' Association: treasurer. move a poor flock more easily than very extreme styles which general be suitable or some may be built Sherman's house
Monday and Stocks.
2300.28350
for other reasons, but anyway it
for the Grangers The table was
Forty-one parents and friends Edward H. Loveland. United Farm one who seldom raises good birds. ly are not thrifty buys.
made plans for future meetings. Cash and Bank De
Armholes: No wrinkles, either at looks like a big construction year "Freezing" was taken up at the
decorated In keeping with St Pa- also were present and helped to ers of New England; secretary. Al
The laying hen man has poultry
posits,
1,156,524.79
Including all practices.
trlck s Day and the birthday cake make this flrst 4-H club rally in lan White, White Brothers. Also meat to sell ln quantity only a very sides or bottom.
meeting on Friday night at Vanes Agents’ Balances or Un
Richard
Miller
and
Carl
Johns

collected
Premiums,
1,128.394.22
Front edge: Hangs straight down
named to the executive commit few times a year, but most advice
^■ls prettily frosted In white and the county a grand success.
sa Moody’s.
Other Assets,
-182.868.20
tee were: Leonard Lawson, North to broiler raisers at selling time no tendency to swing toward sides. ton of Waldoboro are planning to
Mrs Sherman took charge of the
Sleeves. Hang straight down ' complete their project this year of
ern Farms Co-operative;
Carl applies Just as much to the man
social hour wtth a surprise birth Total Assets.
$9,503,638.68
Ha mien, St. Albans Co-operative; who has fowl to sell.
However, from shoulders with no ripples or, planting multiflora rose. They will day party for Selma.
LIABILITIES SURPLUS AND
The girls
ATTENTION ALL FARMERS AND
enclose
the
entire
cropland
and
OTHER FUNDS
and David Buttrick Milk Oo.
the price of eggs and rate of lay wrinkles. Suit sleeves follow po
enjoyed fruit salad and a birthday
Reserve for Losses.
$766,156.00
has a lot to do with the sale of sition of the arm as It hangs na grassland fields with multiflora cake for refreshments.
TRACTOR OWNERS!
Reserve for Loss Adjust
The measure of a man Is the fowl. At the present time, the turally, Ooat sleeves are usually rose. Some of the stock has been
ment Expenses,
83.87000
Thomaston
size of those he enjoys knocking price of fowl Is well above 30 cents fuller and hang straight. Cross furnished by the District and they
BIG JOHN DEERE DAY PROGRAM
Judy Oonnon, secretary of the Reserve for Unearned Pre
a pound. As the price has been wise yarns are parallel to the floor, have purchased considerable addi
miums,
3.168,621.10
Helpful Homemakers reports "Pa Reserve for Taxes,
Will Be Held At
tional stock.
127.917.71
In the low 20's most of the time lengthwise yarns vertical.
rents night is to be held on April AU Other LlabUitles,
168.430.00
The
multlflora
rose
hedge
serves
Side
seams:
Hang
straight
to
for
the
past
three
years,
that
Thompson Memorial Building
24 at the home of the leader, Mrs.
means about 10 cents above ave floor. No swinging toward back or as a hedge fence and will exclude
$431409701
Total Liabilities.
sheep if planted one foot apart, Philip Seekins."
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS rage, or about $800 extra on a front.
Special 8urplus Fund*
UNION, MAINE
Sandra
Putman
demonstrated
Back: Smooth against shoulder one row. Misses may be established
Reserve for Contlngen
flock of a thousand six pound birds
Toll House cookie* at this meeting
$50 000.00
cies,.
Tuesday, March 24 at 7.30 P. M.
Those who are keeping their flocks with crosswise yarns parallel to by "layering” the branches with
Capital Paid Up or
of old hens until next summer flror. No wrinkles below collar soil.
1500.00000
SPEAKERS AND ENTERTAINMENT
Statutory Deposit.
Oeorge Blrkett, Nobleboro, has
when It is time to house the pul- j edge. A little extra room across
Unasrdgned Funds
SPONSORED BY
3.728.63$04
lets will have to figure that back saves strain when driving s one of the oldest plantings ln the
(Surplus).
against their profit if the birds. car or riding the bus. for example, District. Oeorge did the planting
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
C. M. BURGESS & SON
Surplus as Regards Pol
Wants to See YOU About
where there is extra pull from several years ago. The Round Top
drop back to the old price.
SI-11 RANKIN »T,
icyholder*.
$537803804
UNION MAINE
Farms. Damariscotta have a fine
Old timers in the poultry busl- j arms.
TELEVISION
B00SLAN9
FREE TICKETS AT DOOR
hedge
of
multiflora
rose
planted
ness tell some weird tales of their; Waistline: In closely fitted suits
Total.
$6563.83606
157-tf
35-lt
experience* with the poultry buy-1 and ooat* have waistline about a last season
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WE WILL BUY

MILLER’S
GARAGE
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or telephoned to
MRS. OLADY8 CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEI, 113-3

Hilda Oeorge will make appoint
ments lor blood donors at the Le
gion Home in Rockland Monday.
She may be contacted before 10
a. m., and alter 6 p. m.. by call
ing Thomaston 19-4
The obituary of Helen L Carr
of Thomaston in last Thursday's
issue of this paper was erroneously
attriuted to Prank D Elliot her
cousin. It was contributed by a
friend of Miss Carr.
Mrs Elmer Leonard, who has
been living at Norfolk. Va.. where
her husband, Lt. tjg.i Elmer Leon
ard. USNiR has been stationed,
is now visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Seekins while Lt Leon
ard is on a cruise to the Mediter
ranean
The Ladies' Circle met Wednes
day at the Baptist Church vestry
with the regular 6 o'clock supper
Those on the supper committee
were Mrs. Lillian Fitzpatrick. Miss
Helen McLain, Mrs. Annie Rogers
and Miss Marion Pickard.
There will be a rehearsal for
Star officers Monday night. 7 30
at Masonic Temple
Orient Lodge. A.F&A.M will
hold M.M degree Tuesday night
with a 630 supper.
The Friendly Circle roll call sup
per will be held Tuesday, 6 p. m
at the Federated Church vestry.
The committee in charge will be
Miss ' Helen Studley,. Mrs Nina
Leach, and Mrs. Rena Wotton.
The Baptist MV sion Circle meets
Tuesday afternoon with Miss
Christine Moore.
The We Two Club meets Mon
day night for a 6 o'clock supper
at the Federated Church vestry
The committee In charge will be

Mr. and Mrs Forrest Grafton. Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Stone and Dr
and Mrs. E. R Moss.
School Schedule

The school committee in Thom
aston is announcing the following
schedule which will be used on
days when schools have one ses
sion. The kindergarten will be
dismissed at 1030. grades one and
two 1130 and ail other grades at
12.30
Cancer Crusade

At St. Peter's Episcopal Church,
Rev E O Kenyon, Rector. Sunday
services: Parish Communion and
sermon at 9 30; Church School at
11 a m. and Evensong at 7 p. m.
Weekday services: Tuesday. Mass
at 7.30 a m.; Wednesday. Mass at
6 a.m.: Thursday, Mass at 8 a. m
and Friday, Mass at 730 a. m
• • « •
At St Bernard's Church: Sun
day services are at 8 and 11 a jn
Daily Mass is at 6.45 a. m. and Con
fession, Saturday at 3.30 and 7
p. m. Sunday Mass at St. Janies'
Church, Thomaston, 9 a. m
and 9.30 a. m at the Church of
Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden
• * » •

struction. All persons are cordially
welcome at the two services.
• ♦ • •
Sunday at the Littlefield Memo- '
r al Eaptist Church. Rev. James!
W. Dagino, minister, will preach ’
at the morning service of worship.!
His sermon subject, “Steps Toward!
Calvary."
The choir will render'
special music. There will be
nursery for all small children dur
ing the service at 10.30 a. m. At
11.45 a. m., Bible School for all
ages. 6 p. m.. Baptist Youth Fel
lowship will meet in the vestry,
and at 7.15, regular Sunday Eve
ning service of worship with the
pastor
bringing
the
message,
"There Were Giants In Those
Days.' The Youth Choir will sing
Monday at 7 p. m.. the Colonist
group of Pioneer Girls will meet
in the vestry with Marion Bart
lett; Tuesday at 730 p. m., Prayer!
meeting service; Wednesday at the
home of Mrs. Bert Gregory. Glen
Cove, the Ladies Aid will meet at
7 p. m. Mrs. Lois Anderson will
be co-hostess. Friday after school
!
the Piigrim group of Pioneer Girls
will meet with Mrs. Kendrick Dor
man at her home on Warren street

21,
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youth of Camden and
Rockport in a Youth Fellowship
Union Service at the Baptist
Church in Camden.
Monday, March 23. 7.30 p. m, a
meeting of all those who will be
received into the membership of
the Church on Maundy Thursday
will be held in the Parish House,
Wednesday. March 25, 10 a. m., the
Ladies Circle meets at the Parish
House; 4 p. m., the Membership
Preparation Class for young people
will be held in the Minister's Study.
7.00 p. m., the Lenten Vesper Ser
vice. Meditation topic for the eve
ning will be, "Dismas, a PenitenTf

SI church

CAMDEN

!

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197
:|
Mrs. Lester Gross left Friday for
Rhode Island to meet Lieut. Gross j
who is returning from overseas,
duty with the Navy.
1
The members of the WesleyanI
Service Guild will meet Tuesday,
March 24. at the church for a cov
ered dish supper, beginning at 6
p. m

St. Margaret Guild will hold its
regular meeting next Tuesday, I
March 24. at the parish house. The
hostesses will be Mrs. Raymond |
Leach and Mrs Stephen Lawton,
Jr.
Mrs. Alton Horton and children
accompanied Mrs. Lester Gross as
far as Salem, Mass., Friday, where
they will visit with her sister. Mrs
George D'lorio, for a week.
The Elm Street Reading Club
will meet Monday night with Mrs.
Jessie Satterlee. The readers will
be Rita Johnson and Henrietta
Knowlton.

Thief
The church is open each day dur
ing the week to anyone for prayer
and meditation. “Enter. Rest and
Pray.”

Freed; "The Three Kings." by Wilian; “The Cry of God," by Luvass;
"When I Was Sinkin' Down." ar
ranged by Johnson; "Listen To
ROCKPORT
The Lambs," by Dett; and ' Ezekiel
“Matter” is the subject of the
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Saw
The
Wheel.
”
arranged
by
Lesson-Sermon which will be read
Correspondent
Simeons.
in all Churches of Christ, Scientist
Telephone Camden 2483
The third and last group will be.
on Sunday, March 22. The Golden
"Beautiful Saviour." arranged by
Text is taken from the First
A meeting of tlie Rockport Par
Christiansen; "I See His Blood
Epistle of John (I John 5:21),
ent-Teachers' Association will be
"Little
children,
keep
yourselves
Upon
The
Rose."
by
Roberton;
Church News
held Monday night, March 23, at
now is also soloist at the Cathedral "The Voice Of Jesus," by Wilson;
Sunday services at
Chadavae Club
Mass will be celebrated at St from idols."
8 p. m. at the High School build
Church of St. Paul in Boston The "The Lord's My Shepherd,” "KedThe Chadavae Club met at the
James' Catholic Church Sunday. 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45, and
ing. Dr Paul Jones of Union wil^
Wednesday
night
services
at
7
30.
program
is
divided
into
three
parts.
ron,"
by
Roberton-Mathesoa;
O
,
church
parlor
Wednesday
night.
9 a. m.
Selections of early church music Thou. In
Whose Presence.'’ by ; g'he evening was spent in a be the speaker.
Services at St. John's Episcopal
Tlie Fourth Quarterly Confer
and spirituals will be included ln Lewis-Cain; and "God's Son Has j ■'cleaning bee” of the kitchen. FolThe Try-To-He)p Club met
Church Sunday. 8 a. m followed
the program as well as representa- Made MeFree," by Grieg-Overly. . lowing the short business meeting, Monday evening af the home of
by Sunday School. 10 a. m During ence cf the South Thomaston
The Pratt Memorial Methodist' tlve compositions of contemporary
The benediction will be by Direc- refreshments were served by the Mrs. Pearl Wheeler with 16 mem
Lent. Evensong will be held. 630 Methodist Church will be held
Sunday at 7 o’clock. Rev. C. D. Church, Merle 3. Conant, minister. sacred music.
tor Matheson.
j hostesses Mrs. Nema Smith, Miss bers present
p. m. followed by a picnic supper
Wentworth will be the preacher of will nold its worship service at
Soloists will be Miss Jean ThomArrangements have been made Frances Dailey, Mrs. Mary Harley
Plans were discussed about the
at the parish hall.
the evening and preside for the 10.30 when he will preach on the ®°n Howiand of St. John, N. B for the choir members to remain and Mrs. Ruby Moody
It was summer fair
Sunday School. 9.45 a m at the
business session. Reports will be theme “The Mind of Christ." Mrs.! soprano; Miss Barbara McRae of in Warren over night.
voted to cancel the meeting of
Federated Church followed by
Celebrates 13th Birthday
received from the pastor, the Austin Davis will play. The choir Best011, alto, and George Garland
This is their sixth annual spring April 1st due to Holy Week serv
morning service 11 o’clock, Rev.
A family supper party was held
treasurer, and committees.
concert tour, and they will go to ices. Hostesses for the next meet Thursday at the home .of Mr and
will sing the anthem "The King of, of Bangor, tenor.
*
L ach's subject. “Great and Simple
Bangor, Saint John, and Moncton, ing will be Miss Ruth Freeman, Mrs. Ernest Wentworth, in honor
At the First Baptist Church J Love My Shepherd Is.” Mr. Pa-1
program:
Joy.” Youth Fellowship, 7 p. m.
vone will present as his morning
"Gloria ln Excclsls Deo." by N. B. and Halifax. N. S.. and sev Miss Gertrude Heal, Mrs. Evelyn
The Friendly Circle roll call sup
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald will solo "The Stranger of Galilee.” Shaw; "O Bone Jesu,” by Pales- eral other cities, while on this cir Bryant and Mrs. Lillian Herrick. of the 13th birthday of their
per Tuesday 6 p. m. Bible Class
grandson, Kenneth Wentworth. Jr.
have as his sermon subject ln the The Church School will meet at 11 trina; "Behold the Lamb of God," cuit.
Rebekah District Meeting
Thursday 7 p. m.
Present were: Mr. and Mrs.
10.30 service, “The Man Who Re o'clock for fellowship and study.; by,Palestrina: “Who With OrievMusic critics throughout this
The District Meeting of the Re Francis Wentworth and daughter
Sunday School, 9.45 a. m at the turned." The Church Membership I
country
and
Canada,
have
accord

The
Youth
Fellowship
meets
in
‘
ng
Soweth,
”
by
Scheln;
"Jesu.
bekah Lodges of District 16 will be Marlene; Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Baptist Church with morning serv Revival continues with a growing
ed the choir high praise for their held at the Masonic Hal! Saturday, ^"adfor(» and children Frances at,
The subject Priceless Treasure,” by Bach.
ice, 11 o'clock Rev. H I. Holt will attendance as each member is the vestry at 5.30.
In, the second group will be carefully chosen repertoire, and March 21. The afternoon session
fcr the discussion will be “Con
be guest speaker.
Richard; Miss Florence Went- »
urged to attend lf possible. Small science, What Does It Do?”
Bless Tl»e Lord. O My Soul” by interpretations.
will convene at 230 p m.. and the
worth, Mr. and Mrs Ernest Went
children may be left in the nursery
evening session at 730. The meet
The annual Father and Son ban
worth and the guest of honor’s
sources may be utilized in a plan during the morning service. Prayer
ings
will
be
in
charge
of
Mis
quet
will
be
held
in
the
vestry
on
Health Portal
Troop 206 will meet at 7, church;
for patient rehabilitation.
All | groups will meet at 10.15 and at 7,
parents and brother Earle.
OWL
’
S
HEAD
Jeanette Dennison, District Deputy
nurses from Bingham Associate! preceding the morning and evening Monday night at 6.30. The film Tuesday the Den Mothers willj Members of a rummage sale
Favors of balloons and candy
President. Mrs. Constance MacProgram hospitals and public1 services. The Church School will strip “The Route to the Jamboree meet with Mrs. Vera Warner; 1 committee to be held March 28 at
bars
were given the children.
Phail,
President
of
the
Rebekah
health nurses in the area will havej have Bible study classes for those in Calnornia" will be presented. ] Wednesday the Men s Association.
Two decorated birthday cakes
Assembly of Maine, will be the
Robert
Hussey,
chairman
of
the
j
will
serve
a
public
baked
bean
sup!
their expenses paid, provided they 1 of all ages from 12 to 1. At 6 the
School Improvement League are: visiting officer. Supper will be madie by the guest of honor's
attend all three days, purses Ambassadors for Christ meeting Coast District Committee of the, per at 6.15 for the benefit of their j Mrs Yvonne O.ikes. Mrs. Mary
mother and his aunt, Mrs Woodserved at 6.30.
Friday, Cub:
from non-affiliated hospitals will will be led by Charlotte Cook and Pine Tiee Council of Boy Scouts,1 Scouting project;
Dyer. Mrs. Gloria Dyer, Mrs Tillie
row Bradford, were presented to
will
present
the
charter
for
1953.
1
Pack
206
will
meet
at
7.15
at
the
[
Church
News
be requested to pay a registration Walter Hill.
a
“The Gospel Story Horatio Cowan, a member of the! church with the March theme1 H3,31X1 Mra Inez Montgomery.
him. He received many nice gifts
At
the
First
Congregational
fee of $5 each. Applications can Hour” will open at 7.15 with the Coast District Council, wil’ be \ "Mardi Gras" being the order of Mrs Frances Montgomery. Mrs
191
Jolly Five Meet
Church, Camden, E. Roy Burchell,
bus
be secured from the Knox County hymn-sing, and the service will be
i Margaret Knowlton. Mis Alma
'□SOI
present
and
speak
a
word
a the the evening.
The
oily
Five Club met Wednes
Minister,
services
for
the
week
will
General Hospital, and must be broadcast from 7.30 to 8. A choir i
j Walker. Mrs. Mary Epps. Mrs
The discussion group will!
-----------------be as follows: Sunday, March 22, day at the home of -Mrs. Dorothy
mailed in by April 4 Call the hos and vocal number will be included i boys.
Clara Kelsey. Mrs Polly Lowell.
Hi
' P
Fifth Sunday in Lent, 9.15 a. m, Young, Camden.
pital. 936. if Interested in this in this period, and Mr MacDonald meet with Cheever and Inez Ames ! MRS. GRACE E. CROMWELL
Mrs Mildred Edward*-. Mrs. Lillian
A social ofternoon was enjoyed.
on
Tuesday
night
at
7.30.
The
anMrs.
Grace
E.
Cromwell,
65,
died
Sunday Church School; 10.30 a. m.,
course.
will
continue
his
series
or
messages
Alice Woodman.
T
nual meeting of the Baraca Class at Camden March 18 Mrs Crom- 1 Undsey __ Mrs
Refreshments were served by the
Morning
Worship.
The
sermon
—KCOH—
on "Seven Immortal 'Words," with j
Anyone having clothing, dishes or
topic, "Whose Cross Ls This?" is hostess
Miss Mary Anderson, record li the fourth word, “Tlie Questioning I will be held at Laura Buswell s on wej| wafi ^he widow of Charles
Wednesday night at 7.30. The com-. Cromwell> who djed in January.' °ther ”r C '" U
a ' "’ay Cal1 the filth in the Lenten series.
Attending from Rockport at the
brarian, and Mrs. Mildred Calder, Word."
The Happy Prayer and mittee will be Thelma Stanley. !1M2 she was
a, Sl. George, | anyone on the romml,tee for/ol- "Light From the Cross " A nursery . Wednesday meeting were: Mis
assistant librarian, attended the Praise Meeting will be held Tues
Laura 'Buswell.
Eva Rogers, and Sept 20 1887 the daughter of
I lection. Last year s summer cloth- school is conducted during the Helena Kenney and daughter
People usually think of the Are one-day meeting of the State Me day at 7.30, and the Women’s As Ralph Clark.
The
„arah
’ , Staples.
,
..
„
,, mg will be _especially acceptable church hour for the convenience of Janice and Mrs. Blanche Went
me nominating and. s
Mrs. Cromwell
dical
Record
Librarians
which
was
sociation
will
meet
on
Wednesday
company—and fires, but Knox
------- . its---------, for thetr pre-Easter sale.
committee will present
report..
parents who wish to attend morn worth and son Earle.
Hospital discovered during the j held at Maine General Hospital. at 2.30. The junior Ambassadors The Junior Guild will hold its was a lifelong resident of Clark
Island and was spending the winMrs Helen Kaler a recent sur- ing worship. 4.30 p. m., Senior
Thimble Club
will have their meeting on Friday
heavy rains this past week, that if Portland, on. March 18.
meeting on Tuesday night at the ter in Camden.
—KCGHI gical patient at Knox Hospital is Choir rehearsal. 530 p. m., The
The Thimble Clb met Wednesday
at 330.
in distress and needing help due
parsonage. Beverly Conant is the
• • • •
She is survived by a son, Alton convalescing at the home of Mrs Pilgrim Fellowship joins the other at the heme of Mrs Elizabeth Low
Mrs. E. Barde, 23 Amesbury
to flooding brooks, the Rockland
hostess. The worker's conference C„ of Camden, a daughter, Mrs. Lillian Lindsey.
street,
Rockland,
brought
in
,
sup

At
Owls
Head
Baptist
Chapel.
ell. Dinner was served by the hos
Fire Chief Van Russell will exert
of the Church School will meet on
Miss Beryl Borgerson, RN has dred Edwards. Mrs. Miriam Isbell. tess with the decorations in keep
every effort to help pump out wa ply of magazines for the patients Rev. James W. Dagino, pastor, at Thursday night at 6 o'clock with Minnie Moody of Camden; four
-KCOH brothers, Alonzo Chaples of Pal- returned to her nursing duties in Mrs. Margaret Knowlton, Mrs. Til- ing with St. Patrick's Day The
9 a. m„ Morning Service at tht
ter. Water had seeped in the ele
Admissions: Rockland: Master church with the pastor bringing Thelma Stanley. Leroy Chatto, mer. Mass., Alden Chaples of Mew York, after having cared for lie Hooper. Mrs. Norma Philbrook. hostess presented each guest with
vator pit and began creeping high
superintendent,
will
have
charge
Paul Waltz, Mrs. Barbara Stickney, the message, “Looking to the
Cushing. Owen Chaples of Clark! i,sr mother. Mis Bertha Borger- Mia. Frances Montgomery, Mrs j a shamrock pin.
er at a rapid speed. Just prior to
of the program. The choir will re
Capt. John Stevenson, Mrs. Doro Cross."
At 10.15 a. m„ Sunday
Marj' Brown, Mrs Irene Pipicello.
The business meeting was held.
Island and Edward Chaples of New son. the past two months
the turning of the tide. Chief Van
thy McPhee, Master Douglas Hara School for all children ar.d adults; hearse on Friday night at 7 Hampshire; three sisters, Mrs. Jen
The public meeting to discuss Mrs' F!crence Burrows. Mrs. Louise then
group went to the home
Russell sent Fred Ingerson, 6
o
’
clock
Dante
Pavone
will
direct.
den. Mrs. Rose Atkins, Mrs. Caro Thursday, at 7.30 p. m.. Prayer
Mrs. Della Miller for a social
nie Higgins. East St Johns. N B several articles in the coming spe- Ingraham, Mrs. Helen MontgomOrace street, and Frank Worthy, 13
lyn Makie; Thomaston: Mrs. Min Meeting at the church.
Otis street, Rockland, to remain at
At the Church of the Nazarene. Mrs. Inez Lyons of Palmer. Mass : ■ p|aj -j-own Meeting will be held ery, Mrs. Gertrude Merrill, Mrs afternoon.
nie Spinney;
Waldoboro, Mrs.
Effie Dyer, Mrs. Athleen Pease
The next meeting will be
the hospital until all the water
Rev.
Oakley E. Woodward, pastor, and Mrs Gladys Buford of Palmer, Wednesday night, March 25, at/ 7
Louise Newbert; Port Clyde, Mrs.
Mrs. Ellena Fredette. Mrs Mary Wedr.csday March 25 at the hom/
At First Universalist Church (by services Sunday will be as follows: Mass
had been pumped out. Other volun
i p mat the Town Hall.
Rose Atkins; and Union, John the Court House) Rockland, Ret
r^er' of Mrs. Gladys Maker, Pearl Street
teer firemen offered to move pa
Funeral services were held FriExtension Group Meets
Sunday School at 9 45; morning
Lilja.
Oeorge H. Wood, minister, Rev. worship at 10.45. All members of day at 2 p. m. from the Gilbert C
The
next
meeting
will
be
held
Camden. A covered dish dinner
Hfad
^tension
Group
tients from floor to floor while
—KCOH—
John S. Lowe, D.D., Minister the church are asked to be present Laite Funeral Home. Interment , me, Tijura!jay, March 19s at the April 16. with Mrs. Mildred Har- will be served
the pumping process was going on 1 Discharges:
Rockland:
John
____________
if the need arose. This extra serv- ' Shephard, Mrs. Ruth Sewall, Mrs. Emeritus: Sunday, March 22, will at the morning service for the Re was at the Wiley's Corner Ceme- ! home Qf Mrs Edaa Wotto„ Mrs. jula of 8outh Thomaston conductFor social items in The Courierice was greatly appreciated and Evelyn Plourd, George Wardwell, feature in service and sermon the call Meeting for the pastor for the tery in St. George. Rev M H
pjnjpj-ook. Home Management ing a meeting on plastic pocket! Gazette. Phone 1044, City.
tf
the men did a fine Job removing Baby Gary Porter, Mrs Mary Bur emphasis and writing in universa- coming year, which will follow the Dorr. Jr., officiated
Leader, conducted an interesting books.
the water in the pit. Ernest Guay, gess. Harold Richards. Jr., Christy lism of Dr. George Debennevllle in worship service. At 6 p. m., the
meeting on “Short Cuts in IronPeerless Engineering Company, Demetri. John Clark, Mrs. Char a sermon by Mr Wood entitled, N.YFS. and at 730, the evening
Do you want a guaranteed ing.. Mri wotton and Mrs. Miwas the flrst man on the scene lotte McManus, Mrs. Shirley La- "The Lost Sheep." On display in evangelistic service.
Wednesday used car at the price you dream riam Isbell served an excellent
when contacted, and brought a bonte, Bab;' Judy Sawyer, Mrs. the church sanctuary is a beauti night prayer meeting at 7.30.
about? We have High Grade cars j square meal for health" at noon,
pump to take care of the excess Renee Baudanza. Mrs Sirrka Craig ful portrait of the shepherd and
at lowest prices in town. Pontiac. | Mrs. Edna Wotton. Mrs Miriam
water During any emergency, lt Thomaston: Mrs. June Cullen, the lost sheep loaned by courtesy
At the Congregational Church, Plymouth Chevrolet. DeSoto and
and Mrs. Mary Dyer were
has been proven time and time Mrs Ann Wallace and baby girl, of the Littlefield Memorial Baptist Rev. Charles P Monteith, pastor, many others. Suit your price, suit appointed on a committee to check
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Church.
Men's
Class
at
10
a
m„
again that this prompt and effi Mrs. Eleanore Sanborn and baby
Passion Sunday will be observed your pocketbook and 24 months to on two electric, apartment size
cient service from both the Fire girl, Mrs Betty Gillis; Waldoboro: Sunday School, Sam Collins Jr. with Worship at 10.45 and at 730. pay Ask us about our amazing second-hand stoves which are of
ODD FELLOWS HALL
Company and from Mr. Guay has Mrs. Alfreda Miller and baby girl; Superintendent at 11 a. m„ and At Morning Worship the sermon Bargain Box” cars at amazingly fered for sale and to report at the
made possible the constant service Warren: Mrs. Marjorie Martin new Universalist Youth Fellowship will be "The Fourth Word from low prices. Come and see for next meeting.
8 P M
to the patient with as little dis and baby boy. Master Donald | at The Manse, 66 Talbot avenue, the Cross," and the choir will pre yourself. E G. Winchenbaugh, 179
Mrs Ellena Fredette was ap
at
6
p.
m..
Mias
Louise
Veazie,
ad

sent "Come Unto Me" by Chad
turbance as necessary.
Johnston: Owls Head: Mrs. Helen
34,35&,37 pointed to get prices on trays for
Extra Special Prizes
visor; also a new Junior Universa wick, with Mrs. Eleanor Cote S. Main St., City
-KCOH—
Kaler; Lincolnville: Mrs. Lucy
use in emergency style meals.
35-it
The Helpful Homemakers 4-H Kibbee; Glen Cove: Evans Tol list Y F. at same time and place Howard directing and Mrs. Faith Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
Others present were, Mrs. MilClub of Thomaston met at the man; Rockport: Mrs. Marion An with Miss Marion Cole, advisor. Berry organist. Church School
Nurses Home on Saturday and drews; and Center Ossipie. N. H , The greeters of the day are classes for third graders and over
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Southa’i. In at 930, and for those younger at 1
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
rolled balls of twine; counted out Frank Richardson.
SUNDAY AND
the evening at 7.30, there is a hall- 1030. Sunday Eve Worship at
one box of safety pins, and made
Note Sunday Show Times:
MONDAY ONLY!
medicine cups. This same group of
For sooial items in The Courier- hour service for all. introduced by 730 will feature favorite hymns, J
piano
and
organ
duos
by
Miss
with
Mrs.
Mary
Elizabeth
Lawry
at
girls donated to the Children's Gazette, Phone 1044. City.
tf
3.00—4.30—6.00—7.40—9.15
Lawry and Mrs. Nathalie Snow, the piano, and with the Medita
Ward, one scrap book, one color
ITS
SHORC
LEAVE
AMD
IT3
SURE
FUN!
followed by a coffee fellowship tion being "Discipleship in '53: 4.
book and a box of crayons. Mrs.
...with sues'ire tones
r
hour in the vestry as arranged by “A Great Company."
Seekins is the leader and the
... a boat load of lauahtl
a
Tonian
Circle
committee,
to
be
members are: Carolyn Spaulding,
Appointments for the week in
Scores of satisfied customers will I followed by a class of religious include: Monday the Boy Scout
Faye Seekins. Sandra Putnam,
COltWBtA PtCTUKS
attest to our “Service after the
Judy Connon, Anneta Spaulding.
presMih
Sale" alogan. Fewer sales with con
Connie Keyes, and Mildred Young
tinued
customer
satisfaction
is.
In
ir
—KOOH—
Camden Theatre
i)
theatre
Miss Sarah Maker. Spruce Head, our mind, much better than lots of
Now! $120 Cash Nite
is working in the business office sales with poor or no service after
| the sale. It costs no more to get a 8
BETTY GRABLE
WALDOBORO—TEL.
this week
g
UHHlUtk
good TV with continued service ^Every Evening at 8.W. Matinee* Z MacDonald Carey, Rory Caihoun
—KCGHA course in Rehabilitation in AFTER the sale. House-Sherman, Saturday at 2.M. Sunday at JA
\
“MEET ME AFTER
Nursing" will be held at Central ; Inc., Main St., Rockland.
Adv.
TODAY ONLY. MARCH 21 j
THE SHOW”
Maine General Hospital. Lewiston,
Rod Cameron, Ella Raines
.A Technicolor Musical—Plus
April 21, 22. and 23. The purpose Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette ^Brian Donlevy, Forrrst Tucker.^
THE BOWERY BOYS
is to consider and demonstrate
5 Barbara Britton. Chill W ills in S
Leo Gorcey, Hunt/ Hall in
I
ways whereby nursing practice may
* “RIDE THE MAN DOWN” g
In Trucoior
j
be improved through an under
RAY COLLINS
“FEUDIN’ FOOLS”
standing of the concepts, skills,
GAME PARTY
SUNDAY AxND"MONDAY
A Ch. 7 of "BLACKHAWK"
BOOIL
MILLER
and attitudes essential in the re
MARCH 22-23
EVERY
MONDAY
NIGHT
habilitation process. To become
"SHE’S BACK
Sunday- and Mont ay
At the
today—Rod Cameron in “San Antone”
aware of how the community re
ON BROADWAY”
z
“
BUD
ABBOTT
&
LOU
American Legion Home
PLUS 40 MINUTE BUGS BUNNY REVUE
Virginia Mayo, Gene Nelson <
MAVERICK ST. ROCKLAND
In Technicolor
COSTELLO MEET
^^OCIA^ANC?35-it
A committee was held Thursday
morning at Mrs. Marion Bergamini's on Main street, to continue
with plans for the cancer crusade
which will be held in Thomaston,
April 12 through April 25. Mrs
Carolyn Stackpole consented to
take charge of the wedding parade
and reception to be held at the
Masonic hall April 24.

The pre-Easter, sacred concert
to be presented by the Gordon
College choir, of Boston, featuring
45 voices, at the Warren Baptist
Church. March 28. starling at 8
p. m„ will be the outstanding musi
cal event in Warren this spring.
Directed by Charles D. Mathe
son, chairman of the Fine Arts
of Gordcn College who

dm
III ?

I r5’S’
Jr

9

GAME PARTY

TRANUA

Tele Vision

/Z

^WALBO

W AI nADADA

OFff..ONTH£t^

fiDV£Mry/i£'

!

<Ao

_

/a '

Robhey-Hayks
RW*McDIMD

t

SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL

EVERY SATURDAY
Musi< by the Nor'easten
ation 50c Everyone Welcome

FREE Bus leave* Wood's Taxi
Station, Winter SL. at 7.00 and
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.
Game Starts 730 F. M.

3-S-tf

TUES DA Y - WEDNESDAY
MARCH 24-25
Charles Boyer. Louis Jonrdan
Marsha Hunt in

"THE HAPPY TIME"
tMAVVtYVUAMM

..... ... ................................. ^Ill

S5-;t3

CAPTAIN KIDD!”

Also—Monday Night—Honey-Quiz

With CHARLES LAUGHTON
Filmed In Super-Clnecolor
Plus News, Cartoon Short
Sundays at 3JW—6.3b—g.M

35-lt

ENDS

SAT.

Burt Lancaster, Shirley Booth

“COME BACK, LITTLE SHEBA”

'A"-

POCKLAND

f Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Page Seven
Pilgrim Hymnals

Thomaston High’s Irish Minstrels A Hit

Congregational Church Will Hospital Assembly In Boston
Happily Dedicate New
Will Praise the AuxiliBooks On Sunday
aries

Social Matters
Mr and Mrs. Harold A Dean!
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur F. Dean j
have arrived home after spending
two days In Boston to attend the
flower show.

Enjoyed Meeting

Opportunity Class Held En
joyable Annual Session
The Chapin Class of the Uni
With Fine Program
versalist Church will meet Tues-

|^Uay evening with Mrs.
Flanders. 9 Lincoln street.

Grace

The Opportunity Class of the
| First Baptist Church held their
112 j annual banquet at the church par-

Sunday. March 22. at the regular
Importance of the work of womornlng service at the Congrega- men's auxiliaries to New England's
j tional Church lovely new dark red 440 hospitals will be demonstrated at
be used for the first time. A part the 30th Annual Meeting of the New
of the service will be given over to
_ .
,
.i
u
.
the dedication
of. -u
the hymnals
A. England Hospital Assembly, which
I prepared service will be used, with 'deiote a full days session to
minister and congregation partici-, ^elr activities. Monday, March 23rd,
’’ at the Hotel Statler. Boston.
pa ting.
Mrs. Abraham . E. Pinanskl of
The women’s groups of the church
| have made possible the purchase Brookline. Past Chairman of the
Hospital
Association
of the two hundred copies of the American
' new hymnal. The hymnal prev Committee on Women's Auxiliaries.
iously used for over twenty years
open the Institute on Women’s
were both insufficient in number1 Auxiliaries Monday. March 23rd, at
and wearing out. Contributing to,®’®® am The morning topic will
the purchase price were: Round's ide The Role of the Auxiliary in
Group, Diligent Dames. Women’s I tde Hospital.'"
Association. Senior Matrons, and the
After a luncheon, which will feaOdds and Ends
jture an address by Francis D. Moore,
The "Pilgrim Hymnal" contains'M D Mosley Professor of Surgery
510 hymns plus Introits, chants. ' a^ Harvard Medical School, the
and responses Hymns which have KrouP will reconvene to hear Albert
come down through the ages pre- ® Whitehall, Director of the Washdominate. but included also are some Ington Service Bureau of the Ameriof the finer gospel hymns and can Hospital Association and a
I many newer hymns which have won ' Pane* of discussants.
a firm place in modern hymnody j
women interested in auxiliary
From the manufacturing point of j work are cordially Invited by the
view the “Pilgrim Hymnal" reflects Assembly to attend the sessions
superior stock and workmanship and participate ln the discussion.
i'tioiXi o> uaiuc The covers are moisture proof and
One hundred and forty-two speakThomaston High School's Irish Minstrels presented a study ln b lack and white Thursday night as evidenced by tlie above picture. Lovely
71^ Gushee dressed lc white organdie Is surrounded by a gang of the bl ackest Irish, endmen Enos Verge. Almon Cooper, Douglas Miller. Johnnie vermin resistant. A special patented 'ers, experts in every aspect of
I’owell, Russ Kelly, Linwood Moody, Leroy Fetteroli, and Jim Durrell w hile Martha Jack, right, enjoys the proceedings no end.
binding insures long wear. The hospital administration, will take
in 28 meetings March 23. 24 . 25
The Irish Invaded Watts Hall at cutor, the chorus was made up of. mammies was so convincing that j entertained with a specialty waltz title and design on the front cover Exhibits of hospital supplies and
and shelfback are stamped in gold
Thomaston Thursday night but1 colleens and bog trotters from the they have already received several and a freshman trio, Joanne Edfoil. As well as being attractive equipment, valued at more than a
along the
picked up
up some *tu<tent ***' but
endmen were i off‘ri for
as dab>"sltters
Jdlle “nd K,3ty SheflieW the book ls designed for long wear.j niilion dollars, will be displayed in
along
the way
way they
they picked
especially Imported from the deep
Specialty acts interspersed the Walked To Missouri
iar babies.
As
consequence, gp^j, Enos Verge, Almon Cooper, .chorus numbers.
Five-year-old: Mrs. Blanche Lermond accom-, The worship section of the hymnal: 100 booths by manufacturers and
there were a lot of "Black Irish" Douglas Miller. Johnle Powell. Stevie Miller of Rockland rendered panied at the piano to everyone’s contains complete services, prayers suppliers.
,
..
„
More than 5.000 representatives of
on the stage when the curtain Russ Kelly, Linwood Moody, Leroy , three songs and was well applaud- satisfaction, and Miss Esther Ro- and benedictions and other devorose
Fetteroli and Jim Durrell gave a : ed. Yorkie and Arlene Magee of J gers had supervision of the musical tlona' materials. These were pre New England's 500 hospitals, admin
good account of themselvesas such Camden put on a swell song and numbers. Almon Cooper of Rock-1 Pared and aranged by the Seminar istrators and trustees will be reThomaston High School's Irish
' land generously gave of his time 011 Worship of the Congregational presented. J)ean A Clark M.D..
, and they should have no difficulty dance routine
Assembly
President
* ~ ’’’ ”
,J * and
"* General’
Mins'.re, show was a howling suc" j
a
as ct>tton pickers,, Ruth Barlow, Martha Jack and j and talent and organized all(! Christian Churches of America
Director of Massachusetts Genera!
cess, playing to a full house ln : ahcujd they ever want one.
, Johnie Powell sang and were well trained the performers,
Hospital, Boston, will preside.
spite of the snow storm that apA couple of much-stuffed fe- received; and Patty Robinson's coProceeds ol the show will be used
Past
Grands
Elect
peared on the scene at supper males of the same color were Ell-! niedy act "Lovesick Blues,” brought to help flnance the Washington
time
nor Glidden and Henrietta Shef- ' the house down.
trip of the Senior Clase. slated to |
Top Offices Given Mabel
With Ralph Jackson as lnterlo- field. Their take-off on colored
Tina Oushee and Ralph Jackson start April 17

Mrs. Mary Donnegan of
Main street. Thomaston, is visiting I -ors on Thursday night, with class
friends and relatives in Massa- memoers and invited guests numchusetts and Virginia
' bering about 60
Special guests
1 included Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bird 'eft by
MacDonald. Mr. and Mrs. Ansel!
automobile Friday afternoon for
Clarksburg. Md.. where they will' Youn«’ and M1“ Charlotte Cook,
be guests for a week of Mr. and The decorations which were in
Mrs. David Brandenburg and fa- , charge of Alice Mclntosn and Carmily. Mr Brandenburg and Mr rie Brown were very pretty, carryBird were fraternity brothers at; ing out the color scheme of St.
Bowdoin.
j Patrick's Day. tables being covered
------with green and white effects, with
Pvt
Ralph MacLaughlin left green candles on each end. After
Friday for San Francisco after the bountiful supper, Mrs. Marion
iV spending a week's furlough with Lindsey, the president of the class,
his father. James D. MacLaughlin, gave a brief history of the class,
and sister, Miss Theresa Mac with past officers responding to
Laughlin, 242 Old County road their names if present. Mr. Mac....
i t
ti
» iv
Pvt. MacLaughlin was in the Oc rvnnald
id gave an interesting taut
tober draft quota and received his Outlining the church membership
boot training at Camp Broken- i contest which is in progress at
ridge, Ky. On arrival in San | this time. A short talk was also
Francisco, he expects to embark given by Mrs MacDonald "interestlng remarks
remarks were
made by
by AnAn- j
for servioe tn Korea
j| estlng
were made
------ sel Young, Church Superintendent 1
Hie Shakespeare Society will
A flne entertainment was pre
meet Monday night at the home of seated under the chairmanship of
Mrs. Harriet Frost, Summer street, Helen Pihkhain. which consisted
to read the last part of a modern af readings given by Alice Meinplay. Mrs. Martha Viik will lead tosh, Elizabeth Davis, and Anna
and readers will be Mrs. Margaret Brazier; piano duets by Nellie MaLadd, Miss Katherine Veazie, Mrs. gune and Lillian Joyce, and piano
b'lrene Walker. Mrs. Ella Gatcombe. selections
by Charlotte Cook
Mrs. Diana Pitts, Mrs. Eleanor Oroup singing was enjoyed by ail
Wasgatt. and Mss Mabel Snow, present. Games and a social hour
Plans will be made for the annual rounded out a very enjoyable evebanquet and election ot officers, ntng. Solicitors for the supper
slated for April 6
were: Effie Anderson, Elizabeth
------j Davis. Margaret Adams, Alice KaSuccessful Party
Tonlan Circle met Thursday ler. and Pauline Saunders. Waltnight at the home of Miss Marga-| resses were:
Hattie Bickmore.
ret Nutt on Lindsey street. Plans Margaret Adams. Pauline Saunders' Over $177 Made For Repair
were made for the picnic supper to and Alice McIntosh
Fund At St. Bernard’s
be given April 1 at the Universa-------------------

Xzie^t h“el to“ Motorists Warned
ning. Present at the meeting were ....

Mrs

—

Edwin Boody, Mrs. Leslie; Unfair Practices Are Being
Perpetrated In The Carolinas and Virginia

Paul, Mrs B J. Dowling, Mrs. Al
fred Benner, Mrs. Earl MacWllliams, Mrs. George H. Wood, Mrs.
Ronald Gillis, and Mrs. Clinton
Bowley
Also present were Mrs.
Burton Flanders, Mrs. George St.
Clair. Mrs. Frederick Lewis. Miss
Nutt and Miss Katherine Veazie.
------!
The Comity Circle has cancelled
Its meeting tor the month of April
due to the conflicting nights at
the church. The May meeting will
be held Thursday. May 7 with the
same committees as were acheduled for April.
Do you want a guaranteed
used car at the price you dream
about? We have High Grade cars
at lowest prices in town. Pontiac.
Plymouth, Chevrolet. DeSoto and
^j'naany others. Suit your price, suit
your pocketbook and 24 months to
pay. Ask us about our amazing
"Bargain Box" cars at amazingly
low prices. Come and see for
yourself E. G. Winchenbaugh, 17F
6. Main St.. Citv
34'35&'37

The Automobile legal Association
today issued a warning to motorists planning a trip to any of the
southern states—Beware of Speed
Traps.
Reports reaching the A L A. offiCes show that there is much more
£han ,hp
activlty on the part
of snlall t0WJ,
(0 arrest any
driver (roln a northern state for
speeding at the slightest provocayon
large variety of other law
violations are also used as a basis
for arrest of out-of-state motorists
and it will do you little good to
argue even lf you are ln the right
The way it works is this: when
the northern motorist is arrested,
he has to deposit as bail from $15
to $75, which is forfeited unless the
operator re; urns a week or so hence
for trial. Naturally, the motorists
who are on a through trip aren’t
expected to return.
The A.L.A. says that North and
South Carolina and Virginia are
the biggest offenders foUowed
closely by Georgia, and along the
entire length ot US. 301 which is
the main route through southern
states.
The organization also reports a
radar speed trap being operated in
Smyrna, Delaware on the main
highway to both the new Chesa
peake Bay Bridge and the KipLittle Creek, Virginia.

Are Important

Church

Lynchings Decline

Notable Improvement Found
By Tuskeaee Institute
Staff

A successful card party was held Ediotr of The Courier-Gazette.in St. Bernard's Church Hall by
Continuously since 1913. Tuske
the Sisters of the Atonement with gee Institute has issued an annual
44 tables ln play, and $177.10 was report to the nation on the subrealized for the benefit of church ect of lynching, thus spotlighting
repairs. Refreshments were served public attention on this national
by Patricia Kent. Mary Kent. Mary
problem. For the period. 1913-1952
Grispi. Margaret Grispi, Mary 8t. our records show 896 cases of
Peter, Diane Valenta, Betty Paci lynching, broken down by decades
fic!, Dorinda Coughlin, Barbara as follows.
\
B'azier, Joanne White.
Special
Lynchings by decades 1913-1952.
prizes were won by Mrs Stuart
Pet
No
Burgess, Mrs. Jean Morse, and Years
86 6
597
1913-1922
Mrs. Ann Miller
19.5
175
• 1SC3-1932
Table prizes were won by Mrs
11.5
103
1933-1942
Corinne Hughes. Mrs. Nora Stick
23
21
1943-1952
ney. Mrs Betty Nute, Miss Abbie
896 100.0
McDonald, Mrs. Betty Madore. TotalMrs. Beatrice Gherard, Mrs. Char- , Tuskegee Institute has no lynchlotte LaCrosse, Mrs. Richard A ‘, ‘nS!. .......................
- as suc^’ 4° report„for
, 1952. r,acFrench. Mrs Ralph Thompson, cording to cr.tena used in our De-•
—
..........................
----- a. and Research
Mrs. -Louise
Billings.
Miss Mary A.I j Partment o! Records
.
I
is the first time such a report
Browne, Mrs. Idella Black, Mrs ■ This
u
.
......
Mnrcaret
has
been
made
in
the
70
years
ot
Margaret Carr. Mrs. Margaret

they prefer not to make this fact
known. The term “lynching" is be
coming more and more unpopular
In a report as brief as this, it is
not possible to present data on all
of these patterns of ’lolence, but
we think it pertinent to focus at
tention upon at least one of tnem.
the use of the bomb.
Bombings and Attempted Bombmgs During the past few years,
these activities have been directed
against homes, schools, religious
md other community institutions,
As they relate to Negroes, bombing
of homes and other property has
taken place mainly where members
of the race have moved or attempted to move into what were
considered white neighborhoods. In
a few cases, bombing has occurred
where Negro leaders were thought
.0 be £00 active in improving the
status of their people.

"A Bit O' Blarney"

Poland, Round Pond; Fred
Starrett Of Warren

Girl

Scouts

The Knox-Lincoln County Past
Newslites
Grands Association held the an
Rollicking Songs and Joyous
nual meeting Wednesday night at
Numbers To Feature St.
the Odd Fellows Hall in Warren.
Girl Scout Troop No. 6 met Wed
Patrick’s Concert
The ineeting was preceded by a nesday afternoon ln the Under
supper.
croft of St. Peter's Episcopal
St. Patrick's annual concert will
Elected to office by the Past Church.
Vice President Judith
be held in St. Bernard's Church
Noble Grands were, as president, Harriman presided over the busi
°n Saturday, March 21, 2.30. Sun- Mrs Mabel Poland. Round Pond;
ness meeting in the absence of the
day, March 22 and Monday. March [jrs[ vice president, Mrs Sadie president, Mary Soule.
Verna
23 a: 7 0clock. The one-act play , Cunningham, Union second vice Studley read the secretary's report
"A Bit O’Blarney’’ takes place In president, Mrs
Esther Moody. in the absence of the secretary
an Irish cobbler shop Cast in- Appleton, third vice president. Mrs. v£a.l.y O’Brien. The treasurer’s reeludes: Fred Robinson. Michael Jessie Harris. Tenants Harbor. pOr£ aas gjven by Sandra SylvesO'Shea, an Irish cobbler; Charles Miss Doris Hyler of Warren was ter. Badge work was discussed and
Carr, Seumas. his contrary son; elected as treasurer. Tbe offices Sa:ldra Harriman helped them
Carol Fairweather. Tim, Michael's of chaplain and of secretary’ twill
their dancer badge.
best triend; Dianne Valenta. Mol- be filled by appointment.
,
____________
be. a small woman; Dorinda
Past Grands elected to office, For a small inexpensive scraoCoughlin. Nora, an apple woman; were Fred Starrett. Warren, presi- 000k. you might use several sections
Robert Coakley, Larry, Seumas dent; Earl Moore. Warren, secre- of unprinted newspaper which The
best friend; Barbara Brazier, Ma- tary; Nestor Brown, Rockiand. Courier-Gazette has for sale ai
vourneen. a dancer: Colleens, Ma
treasurer.
a very modest price
123*156

In recard to religion. Jewish re- rie Oardner and Carol Escorsio;
ligious and welfare institutions and Irfsh Lads. Bradley Robinson and
at least one Catholic church have John Melquist; Fairy Queen. Carotargets Homes and propPlana an; Leprechauns John
e

Conley and John Bra7!er.

Water

erty of other whites, who in one
•’
sherries
Basil O'Connor and
way or another had Incurred the '’ne-.ies,
,
enmity of the bombers, have not George Gherardi.
Nicholas. Mrs Annie Black.
| ‘inching record keeping, 1882-1952.
Chorus: "It's a Great Day For
been exempt from blasts.
Mrs. Linnie Stanley, Mrs. Bertha Tbe fite years 1948-1952, show a toThe potential for destruction of tde Irish.
You re Irish and
Rcbishaw, Mrs. Elzada Barstow, j 4al of eight cases.
life and property by this form of You re Beautiful,
Mrs. Elizabeth Morey, Mrs. Helen
One case °4 "Lynchings Prevent- violence ls incalculable. To-date.
Rhythm Band: "Minuet in G.”
PhiUlps. Mrs. Freda Brackett. Mrs. ed" wai l“ted- Fr™ Columbia. S. two lives have been snuffed out—
Four Hand Reel: Carolyn Flana
Myrtle Hammond. Mrs. Pauline 1 C.. came the report that in March that of Mr and Mrs. Harry T gan, Marie Gardner, Carol Escor
MacWilliams, Mrs. Mary Glidden. of this year the relatives of a 16- Moore of Miami. Fla., on Decem sio, Margaret McClure.
Octavia Ferrero, Mrs. Germaine 1 year-old Negro school girl had to ber 25. 1951. Occupants of other
Boxing Match: Four year olds.
LaCroix, Mrs. I&idor Gordon, Mrs.' !a'k f®*! 4o keep about 50 men from bombed homes have been more for- John Conley and Seward Dins
Ann Karl. Mrs. Anna B. Karl. Mrs. »torming the county Jail andI lynchmore.
June Swanson. Tom Chisholm. «« William Fe.der. about 28 who ; reported from hQuaes of reUgloui
Chorus: "Did Anyone Ever Tell
Mrs. Arlene Dorgan. Mrs Willis ^leJcdl> sbot the y0U"f ’ ?
worship. Only chance has kept hu- You Mrs Murphy," “Peggy O'Neil'’
Anderson, Natalie Snow. Mrs. Fred 4o death, after a rape attempt. We | man casualties low. although prop
Drill: McNamara's Band, 10boys.
| find that even where officers of the
Saxaphone Solo. "Too-Ra-LooMrs Emily Stevens.
erty destruction has been high.
law have been brave enough to
Ra-Loo-Ra.' Carol Fairweather.
Bombing is confined to no part
thwart mob action, ln some cases
Rhythm Band. “When Irish Eyes
of the country Recently, lt has beI come more prevalent in the South. Are Smiling "
Chorus: "That's How I Spell
While the data presented below are
Ireland;” "It's A Great Day for
not Intended to be a complete cov
the Irish."
erage of all cases of bombing
(those connected with strikes and
THEN WELL UNDERSTAND
other labor disputes are not includ
Once one has loved
ed here) they are indicative of the And known the Joys of life.
big task of education ln human re Once one has had companionship
lations still to be accomplished in
and love.
It's hard to keep on trusting,
our democracy
For the four years. 1949-1952, at And W’aiting day by day.
For the footsteps of that dear one
least 68 Instances of bombing or Who has been called away.
7* I attempted bombing were recorded. Yes. he was called away.
*1® connected ln the main with racial To complete his life out there
and religious tensions: 49 of these TJ]f llfe that started here on earth
. „
Will continue over there;
were directed against Negroes. 10 We
not
and
un.
against whites and public Institu-1
derstand
tions; at least eight against Jew- Why we are left to walk this
ish synagogues, schools and comroad a'0I}eBut some dav when that glad
mumty centers and one against a
morning dawns
1 Catholic church.
j And we are born anew.
Bombings have happened in the We will be shown the reason why
following places: Alabama, Bir- J And understand at last
Mrs. E. K Merithew
mingham, Crossville, Cottonwood. 1
Dothan. Phenix City; California,
I Los Angeles;
Florida, Bartow.!
.o»1• •«
Jacksonville,
Orlando,
Miami.1
Mims; Georgia. Atlanta, Bain- ,
bridge. Rome; Louisiana, New Or-1
j leans; Missouri, Kansas City; Illi- 1
nols. Cairo, Chicago; Ohio, Warren; I
North Carolina. Charlotte. Oxford; j
Pennaylvania, Philadelphia; Ten
.♦/
nessee,
Chattanooga, Nashville;
Texas, Dallas; Virginia, Ashland, I
Norfolk.
This makes a total of 13 states
BEADS RESTRUNG
and 27 cities and towns.
F

D. Patterson

President

For social items ta The CourierGazette, Phone 1044, City.
tf

BY MRS. DANIELS
.At the Laurie. Opp. Post Office
Pearl Beads Knotted
Crystal, Gold or Silver Chain

29-S-35

WATCH SERVICE
NO EXTRA COSTS
Gef the MOST for

your money at
SULKA JEWELERS
• EXPERT WATCH SERVICE
• FULL GUARANTEE

• COMPLETE WATCH INSPECTION
• QUALITY PARTS

Your watch is a delicate mechanism that deserves

the best of care and repair. Drop in today and let
us tell you about our Premium Watch Service.

AVAILABLE NOW

PROMPT SERVICE

ALL WORK DONE ON

THE PREMISES

Give your tvofch lie BEST of core... lake il to
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STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

, c.

John M Richardson

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday

Not Mortal Man

Russian Peasants May See
Stalin Through Unreason
ing Eyes

REALM of

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Stalin U dead; and yet he lives.
HU successors seem to be prisoners
of the kremlin to a far greater de
gree than the degree forner presi
You will recall that I spoke of Feed His Flock" from “The Mes dent Harry S Truman suggested
Donald Merriam going into Bos siah." the aria "H est doux, il est that Joseph Stalin was. Not only
ton to see the opera "Falstaff” bon” from Massenet's “Herodiade;” what Stalin was to the Commun(Verdi) as staged and directed by a group of German songs by Schu Utic world, but apparently the for
Boris Goldovsky, whose work ln bert, Brahms, Strauss and Wolf; eign policies of aU the free nations
the field of opera is winning wide a group of miscellaneous songs, have made thU situation a reality.
Here U an ironical and paradox
acclaim, especially with the New one of which was "The Indian" by
England Opera Theater which is Leonard Bernstein one of our most ical political fact.
Ironically and paradoxically the
his own "child.” Right ou the modern moderns, and, of course,
heels of Don's letter came one Carmen excerpts, “Habanera,” "Se- above bears witness to the success,
from a Boston friend who had also guidiila" and “Gypsy Song.” As or the failure, of the containment
seen the opera and sent me both you know, Miss Stevens is one of policy. ThU policy presupposes that
program and Rudolph Elie's re the most famous ol all Carmens the CommunUt world has within it
view in the Boston Herald.
and no program would be complete the seeds of its destruction. One of
Thc review is so interesting that without some of the arias from these U the ruthless power drive In
herent to totalitarian societies. It
I Just have to pass some of it at this ever popular opera.
least on to you. Quoting:
From Richard Dyer, director of has been thought that at Stalin's
“After making a little speech at Publlc Relations, Colby College, death this factor would bring a
the conclusion of yesterday’s 'Fal came a notice too late to be shown struggle for power that would
staff', in which he spoke of the in our paper to make it possible weaken Internally Russia. Although
New England Opera Theater's na- for any who might wish to attend this lias not taken place to date, it
tonal tour next fall, Boris Goldov from this section. The notice was may still develop as Malenkov, Mo Well Know Writer Tells How
sky went to the pit, signalled for of a modern dance production of lotov and BerU make secure the
Read The Courier-Gaze Uc
To Meet Bad Situations
an encore of the fugue finale, got the Norwegian folk-tale "Peer political power to which they have
his forces started and marched up Gynt,” to be given at Colby on elected themselves. And yet thU
In a jam? Chances are lt i
The all-girl dance struggle may not develop. Why?
CLAYT BITLER
the aisle, leaving orchestra, solo March 19.
needn't hurt half so much to get j
ists and all entirely on their own. group was directed by Doris Mar- 1 Ironically and paradoxically a
Wants
to See YOU About
out of tt if you have a technique
"This gesture, one of the most tin, member of the college’s physi concept, ln a sense more powerful
for
dealing
with
the
situation.
than
totalitarianism,
may
prevent
daring ones ever attempted in the cal education department. Miss
Three fundamentaU for hand
operatic theater (where depen Martin also adapted the script Its emergence. Stalin through hU
dence on the conductor is such from the Ibsen fantasy. A Ben 29-year reign may have affected ling small troubles, according t» ]
TIRES
that hls slightest deviation oan nington College freshman, Elaine Russian public opinion to thc ex Margaret Evans ln the April issue
bring chaos) was symbolic of the Bland, qsslsted Miss Martin as tent that he could not be consid of the Journal of Living magazine,'
incredible spirit—and, indeed, mu-1 part of her college field project.
sicianship — that animates this' Miss Bland has studied with Mar
plucky band of operatic pioneers tha Graham, Pearl P-imus and Bill
By doing it, Mr. Goldovsky in Bales, leaders in modern dance. A
tended to pay tribute to his forces, production, and narration was by,
but in the larger sense, the tribute1 cast of 50 danced the seven-scene
was to him; the endless labor and a choral group.
In the leading
devotion involved in the training roles was noted the name of Doof his people so that they seemed menica Tranquillo of Camden as
to be entirely Independent of him Aase.
Already announcement ls made
was not concealed ln the gesture.
What lt all amounted to was that of the 1953-54 season of the Metro
Boris Goldovsky had done lt politan Opera. "Faust" will open
the 73th season, and among revi
again!
"He could hardly have chosen a vals will be "The Barber of Seville"
more difficult work than Verdi's and "Tannhaeuser." The season;
little-known masterpiece Gone in opens on Nov. 16. Pierre Monteux
this, are the oompah-pah accom Bjoerling will sing the role of
paniments and the whistling tunes will conduct "Faust," and Jussi
BUY
and gone with them, the interest Faust. Victoria de los Angeles will
HER DIAMOND NOW!
of the larger public. In their place be the Marguerite and Robert j
are composed-through melodlea of Merrill the Valentin. ThU popu- j
20% OFF
matcnless distinction and radiance lar opera has been out of the ■
SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
and an orchestral accompaniment repertoire only for the last two,
unequalled ln all opera for its pic as an opening night opera since
torial detail, its ingenuity, and its seasons, but it has not been used j
evocation of mood and atmosphere. Edward Johnson offered it to start
“But 'Falstaff ls hard to ‘sell'— the 1944-45 season. The produc
though it certainly never will be tion will mark the 70th anniver
again to those who saw it yes sary of the opening of the Metro
terday.
politan and it will have a nostalgic
“This company, as everyone flavor about lt for "Faust" was the
knows, does not have big singers, first opera presented at the Broad
Feature Lock rings are the diamond values of the
merely singers on their way to be way house.
year! Worn separately or together, the loch never
ing big. So it was that the full
It ls reported that Mario Lanza
sho vs, yet keeps the rings in perfect position for
Impact of this work could not be and Metro-Gcldwyn-Mayer are in
U,
supreme radiance And yet they cost
heard; voices did not soar off the tune again, with Lanza expected to
far less thart youew impgined
stage and into every last corner of return to studio fold after a sevenpo.s.ble.
the house. But what they may month controversy, which you will
have wanted in volume, they more recall resulted from the singer's
than made up for in accuracy of j failure to report for work ln “The
line and In respect to the author's! Student Prince.”
intentions.”
As happens occasionally, I am
A familiar name in the cast was] straying from “the field of music."
that of Adele Addison, the young In this instance I wish to speak
Negro soprano, whose voice is said of the works of Stow Wengenroth
to be one of the great ones in the which are being shown at the Bos-1
making
(Some of you may re- ton Public Library thU month, j
memoer that a group of Rcckland! Mr. Wengenroth's prints have been
music lovers motored to Portland exhibited at the Farnsworth Art
two or three years ago to hear Museum two or three times and
S Both
Miss Addison, and brought back a have won much admiration by!
Ring*
thrilling report of the beauty of their beauty. HU work depicts in
*125
her voice and of her impeccable many
instances New England
' ’ beautiful
artistry.) In “Falstaff" Miss Ad towns and studies of birds, par
I diamonds
dison sang the role of Anne Ford, ticularly of owls. He catches the!
___ : in each
and Mr. Elie in his review said— poetic and dramatic atmosphere of!
of the match
ing rings.
“Adele Addison, in the exquisite the old coastal towns of New Eng- j
forest scene, provided one of the land, and it may be that some of ]
high points of the whole opera.”
you who remember hU work will:
High praise went to Madeleine recall the sensitive play of light,
Marshall, Mr. Goldovsky and Sarah sunshine
and shadow patterns
Bbirling center diamond glorified by 4 exqu
Caldwell for the English transla which appear in his drawings.
tion.
Mr. Wengenroth, who was born|
hite side diamonds Perfectly fnafched 5In the fall of 1953 Mr. Ooldov- ln Brooklyn in 1906, studied in j
diamond wedding bond in 14K gold.
sky pians to t,ake his New England Italy, France, Belgium, and Switz
Opera Theater company on a na- ] erland, as well as In schooU in
tional tour. He will conduct a to-' this country. It U said that hU
•200 ti
tai of 36 performances of Mozart's work shows no formative period
“Merry Masquerade" (La Finta during his preliminary and experi
A gorgeous bridal en
•embleof matched design
Giardlniera) during a seven weeks’' mental handling of crayon and
5 diamonds of sparkling
tour, probably opening the Boston, stone, since he met with Immedi
radiance inaoeb 14K gai<
season with this opera as a grand ate success tn thU medium. Being
ring.
finale of the tour.
a natural craftsman, the mecha-I
Botn
The annual Aaron Richmond nlcs of the medium held no un
Kings
*1OO
Celebrity Series is being made up certainty for his direct approach
and we note that one of the at to hU subject in strong and unfal
Classic elegance accentuates the fiery diamond.
tractions will be Luboshutz and tering technique, unusual for one
Matching 14K gold wed
Nemenoff. the famous duo-plan-1 so new to lithography.
ding band odds distinc
Bings
*150
ists. whom we know as Genia and t It is hoped that Mr. Hadlock
tion to the set.
*
Pierre Luboshutz. Other attrac- ] may be able to arrange another
lings ef modern splendor,
3-diomond engagement ring
Both
tions already announced Include exhibit of Mr. Wengenroth’s work. I
Opens
ond matching 5 diamond
Rings
I love choral work, and have I
Sadler's Wells Ballet, Marian An
wedding bend in 14K gold.
Dramatic detailing high
derson, Isaac Stern, the Vienna wished more than once that I
lights tha brilliant diamond
Philharmonic Orchestra and the might hear the annual concert by
engagement ring. Dainty
carved bond in matching
Agnes de Mille Dance Theatre.
the Harvard Glee Club and the
A letter comes from Mrs. Leo Radcliffe Chora! Society, with O.
nora Waller, who is In Atlantic Wallace Woodworth conducting.
FEATURE LOCK RINGS CAN BE BOUGHT AND WORN
City at the present time, telling ThU year the concert was present
SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER
of a concert she recently attended ed on March 13, and had the
which featured Rise Stevens. In Brass Choir of the Harvard-Rad
PRICED FROM 49.95
part, Mrs. Waller writes: “I was cliffe Orchestra assUting.
The ]
very fortunate to be able to at program, included Motets by Pale-'
tend this concert last evening, and 8trina. Morley, Allegri, Veri and
thought you might enjoy looking Mozart;
French Chansons for
over the program. There was an SmaU Choir (Lassus, Regnard and]
audience of about 2000—a most ap Debussy); and Symphonlae Sacrae
preciative one. Every number was by Olovannl Gabrieli—Processional!
beautifully rendered by Miss Ste and Ceremonial Music for Two snd
vens who was so charming and Three Choirs. Organ and Brass,
MAIL ORDERS
most generous with he rencores. written for the Church of St.
Truly I was sorry when she had Mark. Venice, i Gabrieli was or
PROMPTLY FILLED!
finished her program.”
ganist at the Church of St. Mark.
Gladys S. Heistad

“A Rose by Any Other Name!”

Before—This Is steamer Henry Morrison on the Rockland-Bluehlll run before she was towed to
Brewer for rebuilding. Of her Bill Fifield ls said to have remarked—“The only way they could make her
homelier ts to make her bigger."

ered a mortal man. .And If thU U are to get them over with quickly,
“believed”, no vacuum exUts to be 1 not to make too much of them,
filled by a mortal man, and only and to try to find the humorous
what exUts U a continuation of the side of the situation.
vacuum that Stalin was as a mor
The most painful part of the
tal man. (ThU continuation U the average dilemma is the waiting,
responsibility and strength, of Sta the wondering, the being afraid
lin's successors.) In thU sense lt j to break the bad news. The easi
would forebode well for Stalin's est and most obvious way, thereheirs not to attempt to occupy the i fore, to cut down the worry Is to
role that Stalin mastered so ruth cut down the time devoted to It.
lessly as they are mortal men. Their
i If you have to break a piece of bad
power lies ln Stalin’s Immortality. I news, do it right away. The longer
Ironically and paradoxically, if
you wait to get something off
the above U encouraged, Stalin is
your chest, the worse the situation
as powerful (If not, more so) ln
: becomes.
death as he was ln life. And he has
Once you have decided to face
hU priests of the kremlin to serve
the music, don't make too much of
him well. ThU U as a page out ot
Egyptian hUtory . . . the Pharaoh it. Often we are Inclined to at
dies, but he does not take his most tach greater significance to our
Intimate servants Into the tomb mistakes and troubles than others
with him, but leaves them lu the do. To a large extent, things may
kremlin to work, hU immortality j only be as bad as they sound. So.
don’t make them sound bad.
from beyond the grave.
Rule number three, according to
And yet, other subsequent Phar
the Journal of Living article, ls to
aohs might die.
try to be funny about your predica
Willis E. Anderson
ment, provided you can turn the
Social Studies Teacher
Joke on yoiyself. Humor is con
Norfolk Center School
tagious,, and very often by tickling
your own funny bone, you can
Out Of A Jam
make others laugh—and save the
situation.

good/Tem

at YOUR DAY’S JEWELRY STORES

j

After—This ls Henry Morrison, renamed Bangor during rebuilding by the Barbour interests.
did make her bigger, and in so doing achieved a truly handsome vessel.

They

The mystery of Steamer Bar her rebuilding somebody forgot to I ladder where Charles was painting
Harbor as presented in last Satur- , 1'iave tlle hull condemned prior to I above over the slip where the VIday’s Steamboat column certainly the name change ard the matter 1 nalhaven boats landed. Charles
stumped the old timers, and how! was thrown into court with the was on the ladder and the ladder
They Just cruised around in a thick result that the beautiful paint job was slipping and Charles knew
fog and made no landings what •of “Bangor" had to be painted out he would have to drop the paint
ever. It was the great grand ond the original name. Henry brush to catch the ladder. Eddie
daddy of all our successful steam tMorrison restored. The steamer could hear "Loooo," but Charles
boat puzzles. Even the great Capt ran alternate days opposite Cim- Just oould not get the "Lock out”
Lou Shute was silent—and yet bria under the Earbcur house flag J in time and Eddie got the
Cap'n Lou is credited with havrg o Bar Har'.’ r. bv’ inroads of land paint brush on the top of his head
said that when this steamer was transportation caused the Morri- . This was us boys in the hey day
launched
after
rebuilding
as ^on. to be laid up in 1835 at Bucks- of the Eastern. Nothing was serlshown above -her paddle wheels port and. a year later she was sold cus in those days.
If you were
didn't touch the water, though he ‘o Eoston Interests andshortly I laid off on the Morse—you shipped
didn't recognize her as Bar Har- j thereafter burned to the water's on the Boothbay. I used to go
edge at Winthrop, Mass.
to Boston where there was less
bor
Photo courtesy Capt. George H competition and ship on the Gov
The succesful answer came nat
Dingley, the Bay State, Calvin
urally from Robert H. Barbour of Barbour.
• • » •
Austin or Ransom B. Puller and
Brewer, descendant of the famous
the Bangor Division picked up
PART II. CAPT. SCOTT ON
BTewer Barbours of steamboat
many of the Morse’s crew to tide
“OLD TIMER"
building and operating fame. He
Identifies the steamer as the for
In later years Charles Thomp them over the winter. It was the
mer Henry Morrison and later Bar son was in charge cf all the paint same with the Mt. Desert.
When
land
transportation
Harbor, and later still, Henry ing of the boats of the Bar Harbor
narked finis to the steamboats,
Morrison.
and Blue Hill Lines. In 19C8 Charles Thompson was retired and
Mr. Barbour says:
Charles came to Boston to take
-u
.
went to live with his step daughter,
The picture was taken at the ]
Oakes Yard. Brewer, in 1889 The |
™
Prescott Eaton at Deer Isle.
all the decks of the City of Rock He had tender care over his last
Morriscn was bought in Oct. 1887
land and beUeve me this was no ! years. I was fortunate to be on
from Rockland interests and towed |
I small Job. The City of Rx-kland was Deer Isle at the time. I used to
to Bangor by tiie Silver Star. Up
hauled up at McKee's yard in
go to P. J- Elton's store and sit
to then the Morrison had been
: East Boston. Charles and I walked
back of the pot bellied stove ln
running on Rockland, Ellsworth
j Atlantic avenue in Boston for two
the winter, and Charles and I
and BluehiU line and the sale was
days to pick up six men who could would review those gTeat days
made by Captain Arthur Crockett
help us with the canvas work. We ! but I could see that he grieved the
The Barbours completely rebuilt
Uved aboard and a cook was kept graduaI pMg,R? pf ou. „a Hp
the steamer, retaining only enough
en board to get the regular meals .oved tQ gQ
the
wheR
of her original timbers and plank
as Chief Engineer Cole had a gang he, Sam Cole and myself were
ing with a 20-foot addition amid
to overhaul and test the boilers together. Those were thc days
ships. The deckhouses were en
and engine. We went to work on Of side wheelers. Who would ever
tirely new. a new WlUiam Camp
her decks on Nov. 1 and had her thought at that time that turbine
bell boiler installed and the old
ready to come out on the Bangor ships would take over as ln the old
engine overhauled The transfor
Line in April. We used 18 bolts days the Penobscot was a big ship
mation of one of the homliest boats
of canvas, two barrels of burnt to wind around the dock ln Bangor
on the Bav to one of the hand
I was living on Deer Isle when
somest was completed and thc new- umber ln powder form, two barrels
Bar " Harbor ' launched j of llnseed oil * mlx the burnt
_________Thompson
_,
___________
Charlie
passed away.
130 feet and tonnage raised to ber' ,his app‘iPd under the canvas . ?J1C| waj ab;£
atterd ^is funerai.
203 She was licensed to carry 300 1x3 bol<J :t f,rrnl5
,nr wood.
j shipped with Charlie and Sam
passengers.
The men ,c hlTed on At!antic • Cole on the Penobscot and during
Thc Bangor's first trip. Bangor avenue ripped up the old canvas {he sprvlces j must have missed
to Bar Harbor was made July 31 cleared out the old tacks ln th? ,bp minlster’S worc!« jn behalf of
friend. , Mt there aRd
following a trial trip with her wood, and after we had stretched a
piece
owners aboard. Capt. S H Bar the new canvas in place, tacked lt ;ooke[i back over lhe vcar)1
down.
It
is
beyond
human
imaglU)geth£r
a
?raRd
h#lf
a
ceRtury
bour at the mic'-le window. How
ever, she made these trips juft ln nation thc number of tacka that that had ccme to a close.
time as Bangor. " because during ’”•« usei in
operation as they
(Capt.) Walter E. 8cott.
' were placed only a half Inch apart
on ali the str.ps cf canvas on
three decks outside of all the
EMERSON
ADMIRAL
WANTED
MOTOROLA Jacketing around the waterways
CAPEHART
and houses. It was a big Job but
Right away I need a lot of
we put in a fine winter, got $30 second hand commodes — the
painted lift-top type.
I pay
per month and meals and only
$7.50 each for them.
worked six days a week. We had
We can also use quite a few
no income tax and could buy a
more of thr wooden spindle back
five-cent cigar, and you could go
benches.
to the Old Howard Theatre for 20
If you really want to get the
cents if you sat In the balcony.
top prices for any antiques you
Charles was wdth the Eastern
have for sale, marble-top tables
half a century- He was devoted
included—then by all means get
to his superiors. Don’t think me
my bid on them before you sell.
cruel if I mention an incident as
I loved Charles as all those did who
Write or Phone
knew him. Unfortunately he had
W. J. French
an impediment of speech, and
HIGH STREET
stuttered
somewhat.
Eddie
Critch
MAIN ST.
rockland
CAMDEN. MAINE
who was deck bey on the Morse,
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e-tf
was standing directly under the
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